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I. INTRODUCTION
THREED is the code name of a computer program which has been developed
for performing absolute orientation by the method of three-dimensional projec-
tive transformation. It has the capability of performing complete error analy-
sis on the computed transformation parameters as well as the transformed
coordinates.
The accuracy of absolute orientation depends on the following factors:
1) accuracy of the model coordinates,
2) accuracy of the ground controls,
3) density and distribution of control points,
4) size of the area, and
5) scale of the stereo model.
Program THREED was coded in FORTRAN IV computer language for the IBM
System 360/75 computer at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. It
may be used to perform any one of the following functions:
1. To perform absolute orientation.
The program takes as input the model coordinates of a set of model
points and the ground coordinates of a group of control points. Both
the model and the ground coordinates of the control points can be weighted
individually according to their variance-covariance matrices. The pro-
gram computes the seven transformation parameters (XT, YT' ZT' w'  ' K
and scale) and their estimated standard errors. The program also trans-
forms the model coordinates of any pass point into the ground reference
system and determines the standard errors of the transformed coordinates.
2. To study accuracy of absolute orientation by simulation.
In simulation application, the program takes as input 1) the
ground coordinates of a set of control points; 2) the variances of
the ground control coordinates; 3) the variances of the model coor-
dinates; and 4) the scale of the model. The program then generates a
set of model coordinates for the given ground points and perturbs
them according to the specified accuracy of the model points. It then
performs a regular absolute orientation solution and outputs the estimated
standard errors of the seven absolute orientation parameters.
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3. To determine the uncertainty in the orientation of the surface
defined by a set of triangulated pass points.
The direct output of a phototriangulation solution is the ground
coordinates of a set of pass points and their standard errors. Program
THREED can be used to determine the uncertainty in the orientation
(XT, YT' ZT w, 4, K and scale) of the surface defined by the set of
pass points. The program takes as input the pass point coordinates and
their standard errors. It then generates fictitious ground control
coordinates which are translated, rotated and may have different scale
with respect to the pass point coordinates. The pass point coordinates
are then treated as model coordinates and transformed into the ground
system. By assigning very small standard errors to the fictitious
ground coorindates, the standard errors of the computed transformation
parameters then reflect the uncertainity in the orientation of the
surface defined by the set of pass points.
Program THREED was developed for the purpose of a research study on
the treatment of control data in lunar phototriangulation. The project
was sponsored by NASA - Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center under Contract No.
NAS 9-12446. The application of program THREED in studying the accuracy the
lunar phototriangulation was reported in the final technical report of this
project (1). Nick G. Yacoumelos, presently an Assistant Professor at Lowell
Institute of Technology, was the research assistant on this project and was
responsible for the coding and testing of program THREED.
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The program THREED is based on the equations for three-dimensional
projective transformation which are as follows:
(1) Wong, K. W., "Treatment of Control Data in Lunar Phototriangulation,"
Civil Engineering Studies, Photogrammetry Series No. 37, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois, 61801, January 1974.
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x " 11  12 m13  Xj-XT
yJ X m21 m22 m23 Yj-YT (2.1)
z m31 m32 m33  Zj-ZT
where
xj, yj, zj model coordinates of point i
Xj, Yj, Zj ground coordinates of point j
XT' YT' ZT three translations
X scale factor
ml1  = cos c cos K
ml2 = cos w sin K + sin w sin cos K
ml3 = sin w sin K - cos w sin * cos K
m21 = -cos sin K
m22 = cos W cos K - sin A sin sin K
m23 = sin W cos K + cos w sin 4 sin K
m31 = sin 4
m32  = -sin w cos O
m33 = cos W cos 4
After linearization by first-order approximation, Eq. (2.1) may be expressed
as follows:
x b 11 b12 b13 b14 b15  16 b17  T 11 d12 d13  EX
Vy + b 2 1 b22 b23 b24 b25 b26 27  AYT + d21 d2 d23  AY = ey
z b31 b32 b33 b34 b35 b36 b37 AZT d31 d32 d33  Zj Z
AK + B = 2.2
AX
i.e. V +BiA +"B' : i (2.2)
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The model coordinates of each control point generates one set of equations
as in Eq.(2.2). For m control points, the complete set of observation equations
may be expressed as follows:
Vl B B l
1 1 1 1
V2  B2  B2  Z2  2
S . A + . =
V B B "A
m m m m
i.e. V + BA + BA = E (2.3)
In order to permit flexible weighting of the seven transformation
parameters as well as the ground control coordinates, one set of observation
equations is introduced for each. The set of observation equations for the
transformation parameters are as follows:
V - AXT = X0 -X 00
XT T  T T
V AY = Y - YooY T T T
V - AZ o ooZT T T - ZT
0 00
V - = o _ oo
K
VX -AX = X0 - X00
0 0 00 00
where XT, Y ... and x0 are approximated parameters; and XT Y T
and Aoo are measured parameters. In matrix notation, this set of equations
may be simply written as follows:
V - A = (2.4)
(7,1) (7,1) (7,1)
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The observation equations for the jth ground control point are as follows:
V. X. XO-Xoo
X 3 J 3
- Y. = y-Yoo (2.5)
.v. z. z-zoo
Again, the superscript (o) denotes approximation parameters and the superscript
(oo) denotes measured parameters. Equation (4.5) may be simply written as
The complete set of observation equations for all control points are as
follows:
V1  A1  l1
V2 - A2  £2
Vm Am- m
i.e. V - A = F (2.6)
Combining Eqs. (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6) yields the following observation
model:
V 0 -I I E
i.e. V + BA = C (2.7)
The normal equation: is then as follows:
(BTWB)A = BTWC (2.8)
where W is the weight matrix for the observations. An iterative solution
procedure must be followed. An initial set of approximate values is assigned
to all unknown transformations parameters. The solution solved for the
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corrections and then apply the corrections to the approximations. The
solution is iterated until a stable solution is reached.
After the last iteration, the variance-covariance matrix (aT) of
the computed transformation parameters is computed by the following ex-
pression:
T  = 2 (BTWB)-1 (2.9)
where a2 is the variance of unit weight. The ground coordinates of all
other model points and the corresponding standard errors are computed by the
following expressions:
Xj = (mll + m21Y j + m31zj) + XT
Y = - (ml2x + m22Yj + m32zj) + YT
Zj = (ml3x + m23Yj+ m33z) + ZT
2 2 + -4 2OX. = (mllx + m21Yj + m31z ) X 2
+ [-(sin cosK)x. + (sinsinK)yj + coszj.]2 -2a2
+ [-cossinKxj - cos cosKy ]2 -2a 2
+2 2 OX 2 + 2 -2 a 2  2 -2  2 2
m111 X m21 aY + 31 Z + X3 j j T
2 2 -4 2
y = (ml2x + m22Yj + m32z j) a 
+ [(-sinwsinK + coswsinqcosK)x + (-sinWcosK 
- coswsingsinK)yj
2 -2 2
- coswcoszj ] X a
+ [(sinwcoswcosK)x - (sinwcoscsinK)yj + sinwsinzj ]2 -2 2
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+ [(coswcosK - sinwsinsinK)x. - (coswsin + sinwsin4cosK)yj] -2 a 2
2 -2 2 2 -2 2 +2 -2 2 2
+ ml2 X. + m22 Oyj +j aZ. +Y T12 T
2 2 -4 2OZ. = (m13 xj + m2 3Yj + m33zj) X-4
+ E(coswsinK + sinwsin4cosSK)x + (coSWcosK - sinwsinlsinK)yj
- sinwcosz.j] X-
+ [(-coswcos cosK)xj + (cosocosesinK)yj - coswsinz j] 1 X 2 2
+ [(sinwcoSK + coswsinsin)x + (-sinwsinK + coswsincosK)yj] 21 X
2 -2 2 2 --2 2 +2 -2  2 + 2  (2.10)
+13 OX +23 a + m33 Z + ZTj j j T
The mij terms in the above equations are defined as in Eq. (2.1).
3. INSTRUCTION FOR DATA INPUT
The first three cards in the data deck are the same for all three
applications of the program THREED. These cards are specified as follows:
Card 1. Parameter CArd (6110)
Col.
1-10 JJ To specify type of problem
= 1 to study accuracy of absolute orientation by
simulation
= 2 to perform absolute orientation
= 3 to determine uncertainty in the orientation of a
surface defined by a set of triangulated pass points.
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11-20 NP Total number of points in the model, including both
control points and points to be transformed into the
ground reference system.
21-30 NCP Number of control points, i.e. points for which the
model and ground coordinates are both known.
31-40 MAXITR Maximum number of iterations allowed.
41-50 JPRINT = 0 Full variance-covariance matrix to be input for
ground coordinates.
= 1 Diagonal elements of variance-covariance matrix to
be input for ground coordinates
51-60 IPRINT = 0 Full variance-covariance matrix to be input for
model coordinates
= 1 Diagonal elements of variance-covariance matrix
to be input for model coordinates
Card 2. (F20.10)
Col.
1-20 SIGO Standard error of unit weight
Card 3. Variances of Input Transformation Parameters (7E10.3)
Col.
21-10 acale Variance of input scale
11-20 a2  Variance of X-translationXT
221-30 a Variance of Y-translationYT
31-40 a2 Variance of Z-translationZT
41-50 2 Variance of ,-rotation
251-63 a2 Variance of 4-rotation
61-70 a Variance of K-rotationK
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The contents of the remaining input cards will depend on the purpose
for which program THREED is to be used. The input data format for the three
different applications of the program will be described separately on the
following sections.
3.1 To Perform Absolute Orientation (JJ = 2 in Card 1)
Subroutine INPUT2 governs the data input for this application.
Card 4. ID numbers of the four corner control points (4110)
Col.
1-10 Nl A control point located at the upper left-hand corner of
the area
11-20 N2 A control point at the upper right-hand corner
21-30 N3 A control point at the lower right-hand corner
31-40 N4 A control point at the lower left-hand corner
These control points will be used by the program to compute preliminary
approximations to the transformation parameters.
Card 5 Sequence. Ground Coordinates of the Control Points (15,3F15.3)
There should be one card for each control point giving a total of
NCP cards in this sequence, with NCP being specified in Card 1 of the deck.
Col.




Card 6 Sequence. Model Coordinates of All Points (15,F16.3,F14.3,F15.3,28X,I2)
There should be one card for each model point giving a total of NP
cards in this sequence.
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Col.




79-80 II = 1 if this is the last card in the sequence.
Card 7 Sequence. Variance-covariance Matrix of the Ground Coordinates
(I5,9E8.2,13)
There should be one card for each ground control point giving a total
of NCP cards in this sequence.
Col.










79-80 II = 1 for last card in the sequence
Card 8 Sequence. Variance-Covariance Matrix of Model Coordiantes (15,9E8.2,I3)
There should be one card for each model point, and a total of NP cards.
Same format description as in the Card 7 Sequence.
3.2 To Study Accuracy of Absolute Orientation by Simulation (JJ = 1 in Card 1)
Subroutine INPUT1 governs the data input for this application.
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Card 4. Parameter Card
(F10.5,IlO)
Col.
1-10 GSCAL Scale of model coordinates with respect to ground
coordinates
11-20 IAREXP Integer power of 10 which multiplies input ground
coordinates to give the desired dimension on the
ground coordinates for the purpose of simulation.
The factor IAREXP provides a means of varying the dimension of the
area without having to change the input ground coordinates. For example,
by letting IAREXP = 2, the program multiplies all input ground coordinates
in Card 5 sequence below by a factor of 102.
Card 5 Sequence. Ground Coordinates of Data Points (3F15.5)
Each card will define the approximate location of one point. There










These variances will be used to compute the weights for the model
coordinates (x, y, z).






These variances will be used to compute the weights of the ground
control coordinates.









The ground coordinates given in Card 5 sequence above will be translated
and rotated according to these factors to generate the fictitious model
coordinates (x, y, z).
Card 9. Seeds and Standard Deviations for the Random Realignment of the
Ground Coordinates 2(I10,F15.5)
Col.
1-10 IX1 A seed number for generating random numbers. It should
be an odd integer with up to 9 digits.
11-25 Sl Standard deviation of the random perturbation to be
applied to the X and Y coordinates of the ground controls.
26-35 IX2 A second seed number
36-50 S2 Standard deviation of the random perturbation to be
applied to the Z-coordinates of the ground controls.
The ground coordinates in Card 5 sequence are perturbed by the above
standard deviations to derive the ground control coordinates for the simulation.
These perturbations serve to create a slightly irregular pattern to the distri-
bution of the ground controls.
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These seed numbers will be used to generate random perturbations to
the model and ground coordinates in the simulation. These perturbations
represent random errors in the measurements of the model and ground coordinates.
They will follow a normal distribution with the variances defined in cards
6 and 7 above.
Card 11. Perturbations of the Seven Transformation Parameters (7F10.6)
Col.
1-10 DSCAL Scale perturbation
11-20 DXC X-translation perturbation
21-30 DYC Y-translation perturbation
31-40 DZC Z-translation perturbation
41-50 DOME w-rotation perturbation
51-60 DPHI @-rotation perturbation
61-70 DCAPA K-rotation perturbation
These perturbations are applied to the true values of the transformation
parameters to derive realistic initial approximations to these parameters.
3.3 To Determine the Uncertainty in the Orientation of the Surface Defined
By a Set of Triangulated Pass Points. (JJ = 3 in Card 1)






All seed numbers must be odd integers with up to 9 digits.
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Card 5 Sequence. Pass point coordinates from triangulation solution
(I10,3F15.2)
There should be one card for each pass point, and a total of NP
(=NCP) cards with NP being specified in Card 1.
Col.




Card 6 Sequence. Standard errors of pass point coordinates (Il0,3F20.10,8X,I2)
There should be one card for each of the pass points in the card 5 sequence
above.
Col.




79-80 II = 1 to indicate last card in this sequence
Card 7. Mean and standard deviation for the rotation parameters (2F10.5)
Col.
1-10 DEG1 Mean rotations (w,p and K) in radians to be applied
to the fictitious ground coordinates
11-20 DEG2 Standard deviation within which a random perturbation
is to be generated for each of the w, c and K rotations.
The parameters DEG1 and DEG2 define the distribution from which fictitious
values are generated for the three rotations w, and K. A set of fictitious
ground control coordinates will be generated to have such rotations with
respect to the pass point coordinates in card sequence 5.
Card 8. Mean and standard deviation for the translation parameters. (2F10.5)
Col.
1-10 ATRA Mean translations in X, Y and Z
11-20 DTRA Standard deviation of the random perturbations
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These parameters are used to generate fictitious translations.
Card 9. Mean and deviation of the model scale. (2F10.5)
Col.
1-10 ASCAL Mean scale
11-20 DSCAL Standard deviation of random perturbation.





These parameters should be assigned very small values, e.g. oX
2 2
ay = Z = 1.000 E-10.Y. z
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3,4 rONTROL CARDS USAGE








/EXEC LKGOFORTDGOFILEm"USERoP* 677,THREErCTHREED)"PREGION. GOSZ'OK
//GO.SYSIN DD
**'TEST DATA SET
























***** SOURCE DECK *****
/*
//GO,SYSIN DD *

















CAL TNP RA I
EINDRELATIVE ACCURACY
Y TEST
CALL INPUT 3 WRITE
CALL TRANSF
END





















READ: SEED & DEVIATION




READ SEEDS FOR THE PERTURBATION








PRINT TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS &
THEIR APPROXIMATIONS




4.3 Flow chart of INPUT2
START
READ NI,N2,N3,N4






FOR ALL PTS ONE BY ONE
J=I
J=J+1
N < ---~ N=NUM (J Y-------~










THE CONTROLS ONE BY ONE
J=J+1 N,;- N=NUM (J> -O( FORMULATE
K= NCPN 111=99
READ MODEL COORD VAR/COVAR


























PRINT FULL GROUND /PRINT LIST OF
VAR/COVAR MATRICES / GROUND VARIANCES
)- IPRINT=I (
PRINT FULL'MODEL / /PRINT LIST OF
IAR/COVAR MATRICES MODEL VARIANCES
RETURN
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READ MEAN & DEVIATION
FOR ARBITRARY RANDOM
































4.5 Flow chart of TRANSF
START







INITIALIZE DD & DG
FORM DC
COMPUTE ROTATION MATRIX











FORM DD. & DG.J J
DD=DD+DD.
DG=DG+DG.j=j+1 l







A = DD- *DG
-1
A. = DD. *DDK.-BN.A




CALL OUTPUT CALL OUTPUT
COMPUTE SIGDEL
































PRINT ONE PRINT ALL
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4.7. Flow chart for DETCAL
STAR
INITIALIZE
. = iT w.'.
J J J J
N. = B.T wiB.J J JJ
Call INVERS -I
k. = BT w.c.
J J J J
= .T " "K. = B. W.C.+W.C.
A J JJ JJ
. =B.T W.B.
J J j J











V. = C. -BA - BAJ J
V. = C. + A
J J
VTWV. = V WV. + VW.v.j JJJ JJJ
SJ=J+1I
VTWV = vT W + V Tv.
Y .........- - J<CNCP N
V=C+
VTWV= VTWV+ VTWV
a = V WV/DF
30
V, PROGRAM IISTING
C************T H R E E D - M A I N ******************************
C
C THIS PRPGRAM PERFORMS A TPRFE DIMENSIONAL TRANSFORMATION bY A LEAST
C SQUARE FIT OF THE Tkv MUrFL.,
C THE COORDINATES OF THE PPINTS OF THE TWO MODELS ARE ASIGNLO WEIGHTS
C \,HICH MTGHT DIFFFR FOR EACH INDIVIDOUL POINT AND/OR EALH OF THF COOn
rC pDINATES OF THE POINTS, CrPRELATION AMONG THE COORDINATES OF T1 E pp
C TNTS OF EITHER MODEL IS A(Sn ACCEPTAPLF.
C THE PROGRAM ALLOWS EACH PrDEL PLASTIC FREEDnM AS PRESChIpLt BY THF
C INPUT VARIANCESp THUS NUT FORCING EITHER TO THE OTHFRR
C
C ****** ******* **********
C * THE PROGFAM ACCEpTS A MAXIMUM NUMbER OF *
* ONE HUNDRED
C * POINTS (TOTAL CONTROIS AND INKNOwN),Fh •
C * A LARGER UMBER OF POINTS IT HAS TO BE *
C * RF DI ME N F I UNED *
C * •
C
C THE MAIN PROGRAM GOVERNS THE INPUT OD THE PACKAGE AND hILL ACCFPT
C ANy NIUMPER OF INPUT SUBHRI'TINES TO pE TMCORPORATED TO IT, THERFFORE
C SUpROUTINE TRANSF IS THL pASIC OPERATIONAL PART Of THF PACKAGF,
C THE FOLLOING SUBROUTINES ARE INCLUDED TN THE PACKAGE AT PRESENT
r 1, INPUT1 - rICTITIrlfS DATA GENERATOR FOR SIMULATION
C 2, INPUT2 - READS DATA FROM AEROTRIANGULATION OUTPUTS
C 3. INPUT3 * READS MODEL COORDINATES AND VAR-COVAR INFORMATION
C FROM AERCTRIANGIILATION nUTpUTS AND SIMUL.ATES CONTRO
C LS FOR NFLATIVE ACCURACY TEST,
C 4, TRANSF . LEAST SQUARE SOLUTION OF THE TRANSFORMATIOt
C5, ROTATE * COMPUTES POTATION MATRTy AND ITS DERIVATIVFS WITH
C RESPECT TO THE ROTATION ANGLES
C 6, GAUSS - COMPUTES NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NLMBrPS WITH
C GIVEN MEAN AND DEVIATION
C 7, RANDU " COMPUTES UNIFORMELY OISTRIBTED RANDOM NUMPERS
C 8. WEIGHT - COMPUTES THF WEIGHTS OF THE GIVEN pOINiS f.OM THE
C INPUT vAP.CnVAR MATRICES AND ESTIMATED SIGVA 7FRO.
C 9, DETCAL - COMPUTES THE CONTIBUTION OF EACH POINT TO IHE
C NORMAL Ept'ATIONS
C 10, PART - COMPUTES THE CONTRIBIiTION OF EACH POINI TO THEF
C OBSERVATION EQUATIONS
C 11, MXMULT - MULTIPLIES TWO MATRIrES
C 12. INVERS - COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A SoUARE MATRIX BY DESTROY-
C ING THE ORIGINAL,
C 13, SIGMA * COMPUTES THE SIGMA ZERO UF THE SOLUTION
C 14, RTODMS * TRANSFORMS RADIANS TO DFGREES'MINOSEC,
C 15, OUTPuT - AN OUTPUT SUBROITINE FOR EACH ITERATION
31
C 16, OUIPUF - FINAL OUTPUT OF THE SOLUTION
C
C
Ce... ....... . .* 00..gsooO0@ 90 e .e@0*
C
DIMENSION NUM( IOU),Xflc100),YOc10n),Zl 0),Xoo( 100),yoO 100)
1,7 0OC100),XC100),Y(1OO)f710)WJ(le0,3p3)Dw(1033)P)LNINVC 1100
I 3,3,,SIGj100,p3,3,DDSIGIOO33,rDE-TAOO,3),DK100,)RN'c10
I P7,3),STGMJC 100#3,3)PDXCIO0)PDY( 1005007( 100)PXM( 100)YVM( I0)P74( 10









C FASIC INPUT READING AND PRI TING
RFADC5,1O0) JJNPPNCPpMAyITRPJPRINT, IPRINT
100 FORMAT( 6110 )
RFADC5p110) SIGO
110 FoOATCF'20.10)




IF ( K -L ) 161P162,161l
161 DSIG(KPL) a 090
Go TO 160
162 IF (K#FQ.1) DSIG(KPL) a SIOPARCI)
IF (K*FQt2) DSIG(KOL) 2 IGPARt(2)
IF cK*FQ.3) DSIG(KPL) c IGPAR(33
IF (KPFQ.41 DSIGfKpL) aSIGPAR(41
IF (K.FQo5) DSIGCKpL) =SIGPARf5)
IF (K*FQ96) DSIG(KPL) = SIGPARe6)






IF(JJ*EO.1) GO TO 200
IF(JJ.FQ.92) GO TO 300
IF(JJ.FQ*3) GO TO 400
WRITEC 6,500)
500 FORMAT("l"#///////*1OXp" ERROR = RVNG PARAMETER GOVEihNING INPUT,(
lJJ)"*/1lXff" CHECK THE FIRST PARAMETER ON COLUMN 10 Of THr FIRST D
IATA CARD")
GO TO 1000
200 CALL INPUTI eNCPX0,YOPZOPXYZSCALOMEPHICAPAXC, VCZCNUM
1,SIGJDDSIG)
Go TO 999




400 CAI. L INPUT3(NCPpNtMXOpYDO70YPYPZ,SCALPOML,PHToCAPAPXCYCaZ
IC,DDSIGSIGJ)
Go 70 999







C .. ..e. ........ ***** ******** ******O* **O@**,. .,O*.@e.#*qge.e *0 e.
C PURPOSE
C GFNERATES MODEL AND GROI)FD COORDINATES OF GIVEN STANDARD DEVIATION
C FOR A SET OF IDEAL POINIS. THE TRANStFOMATION PARAMETERS ARF ALSO
C RANDOMI y GFNERATED AND THEIR APPROXIMATIONS ARE RANDOlLy CHOSFN
C
C
C DFSCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C 1, INPUTS NP * NUMpER PF POINTS UFED
C GXO L
C GYO * LIST OF "TRUE" COOPDINATES OF POINTS
C G70 -
C SIGGRX
C SIGGRY * VARIANCE OF GROUND CORDImATES OF POINTS
C SIGGRZ -
r SIGMOX O
C SIGMOY * VARIANCE OF MODEL COORDINATES OF POINTS
C SIGMOZ
C 2, OUTPUTS XO




C Y - PFRTURPFD MODEL COORDTNATES
C 7
C SCAL * APPROXTVATE SCAIE OF THE MODEL
C XC
C YC * APPROXTIATE TRANSLATIONS OF THE MODEL
C ZC
C OME * APPROXIMATE ROTATION aBOUT X AXIS
C PHI - APPROXIVATE ROTATION ABOUT y AXIS
C CAPA - APPROXIPATE ROTATION ABOUT Z AXIS
C PFwARKS
C THE SUPROUTINE kwORIS ONLY FOR UNIFORPM ROUND AND MODEL ACCURACY,
C IT AI.LOS FOR DIFFERENT ACCURACIFS TN FACH OF THE THREE 6ASIC DI.
C MFNSTONS FOR BOTH MODEL AND GROUND,
C SUPROUTINES REQUIRED
C GAUSS ( NORMALLY DISTRIPUTFD NUMBER GENERATOR )
C RANDU r UNIFORMLY DISTRIPIUTED NUMBEP GENERATOR )


















50 FORmAT(/////,3X*" LIST OF TRUE COORPINATES OF POINTS USED) IN THE S
I OLUTTON"u/916X," POINT"pP3Yp" COORDTNATES"#/pl5Xp" NUpkRVR",13Xff" X
DO 6n J=1,NP
60 WPITFC6,7) JpGXO(*J),GYO(J)pGZO(J)
70 FORMAT( 16X, 13,12XF9,3,2(5yF9.3))
WPITE(6p75)
75 FORMAT ("1 W////,w*******.*** VARI ANCE-ClVAIANCE MATRIC
IES **********//
WRITF(6,BO)











RATIOX aSGX * cGSCAL/SPX
RATTOY D SGY * CGSCAL/SPY)




IF( X-1 ) 91,92,91
91 SIGJ(JPK'L) a 0.0
Gn TO 90
9? IF(KqE0,1) SIGJ(JPKL) SIGMOY
IF(K.EO,2) STGJ(J,-Kpti) SIGMOY
IFCK.EQ.3) SIGJcJI(,L) a SIGMU?
90 CONTINUE
DO 95 jzlpNP
95 NIJM(J) = J
J al
DO 100 K=1#3
100 WFPITFC6, 130)CSIGJCJKpL )pLu1,3)
130 FORMATC8X, 3(E10,3p5X))
WRITE(6, 190)
190 FORMAT(///p3XP" THE VARIANCE.COVARIANCF MATRICES FOR (,RO~irD COORDI




TF( K-L ) 201,202,201
201 DrSIG(JPKPL) = 0.0
GO TO 200











210 FORMAT(/" THE RATIO SIGkA GROUND Tr STGMA MOUELs FOR THE X COOROY
1NATES, AT THE GROUND SCAIE IS",F15.7)
211 FORFAT(/s" THE RATIO SIGMA GROUND Tn STGMA MODEL, FOR THE Y CrDRDI
1NATES, AT THF GROUND SCALE IS",F15,7)
212 FORMAT(/#" THE RATIO SIpA GROUND TO STGMA MODELP FOR THE 7 COORDI
1NATESP AT THE GROUND SCAIE IS"vF15.7)
C













Do 310 I= 1,NP
CALL GAUSS (IXS,AMpCORCPX)
GYn(T) =(GXO(I) + CORGHY)*10,**IAREYP
CALL GAUSS (IXSpAM,COHGPY)
310 GYO(1) =(GYO(I) + CORGHY)*10,**IAREYP
IX = IX2
S = 52
DO 320 I= INP
CALL GAUSS (IXSAMCDRCPZ)
320 GZO(I) (G70(1) + CORGHZ)*80,
C
C
C GENERATE OUVEL COORDINATES
C
C





XM(I) c (A(1,1)*DX(I)+A(1,2 )*DY(1)+A(1,3)*PZ(I))*GSCAL
YM( ) = (A(2,1)*DX(I)+A(j2? )*DY(I)+ (? 3)* 7 ( I))*GSCAL
340 ZM(I) = (A(3,1)*DX()+A( 3D?)*DYC()+(3,3)*DZ(I))*GSCAL
C
C











X(I) a XM(I) + VMX
CALL GAUSS (IX4,SMyAMpVMY)
Y(I) = YM(I) + VMY
CALL GAUSS (IXSMZAVMZ)
350 Z(I) = ZM(I) + VMZ
C
C








XD(I) = GXO(I) + VGX
CALL GAUSS (IX7,SGYpA,VGY)
YO(I) = GYO(I) + VGY
CALL GAUSS (IX~,SGZpAIVGZ)
360 ZO(I) = 670(1) + VGZ
C
C





SCAL a GSCAL + DSCAL
OmF = GOVE + DOMF
PHT a nPHI + DPHI
CAPA = GCAPA + DCAPA
XC = GXC + DXC
YC x GYC + DYC
ZC = G7C + DZC
WRITF(6,4O0)
400 FORMAT("l," ************** *** OUTPUT OF SUBROUTINE INPUTI
1*****************"***,///0X" T R A N S F 0 R M A T 1 0 N P A R
IA M E T L R S", /,plO X " ' " ...." . i.......... .....................
S...ww.."p///,5Xp" PAPAMFTER"piX," GENFRATED"S5Xj " CORRECTIONS"p2X
1," APPPOXIMATIONS",/)
WRITE(6,O10) GSCALDSCALSCAL
410 FORMAT(5X P " SCALE"p17XpF'0I.5p2(5XFIO.5))
WRITE(6,420) GXCDXCPXC
420 FORMAT(5X," TRANSLATION IN X",5XFI1.5,2(4XF1I1.4))
WRITE(6s430) GYCDYCYC
430 FORMAT(5X," TRANSLATION IN Y",5XpFl1.5,2(4XF114))
WRITF(6,p40) GZCDZCPZC
440 FORMAT(5X" TRANSLATION IN Z"SXDF11,5,2(4XsF11.4))
WRITE(F,450) GOMEDOMEOHE
450 FORMAT(5XP" ANGLF OME"#*3Xp3(F1O.5,X))
WRITE(6,460) GPHI,DPHI'PHI
460 FORMAT(5XP" ANGLF PHI"p1 3 xs3(F105,5X))
WRITE(6,470) GCAPADCAPACAPA
470 FORMATC5XP" ANGLE CAPA",i2Y,3(F10,5p5X))
WRITE(6~475)











WPITE(f,476) IDGOME,MIGOVESEGME,I EGOU,MIDOMEPSEDOML IEGO.MINl,
ISFCO
476 FORMAT(5X," ANGLE OMFGA",5X, 3(2X,13, 3,F6.21X))
WPITF(6477) IDGPHIMICPPISFGPHI,IDEGDPMIDPHISEDPHIIDFGPMINP,
ISECP
477 FORMAT(5XP" ANGLE PHI", 7Y,3(?X3,1I3,F6 , IX))
WPITE(6,478) IDGCPAPMIGCFA,SFGCPAIPEGnCPMTDCPADSEDCPA, DfGCPMINC,
1SFCC
478 FORMAT(5X," ANGLE CAPA", 6 Xp3(2?X,13I3F6,?,lX))
WPITE(6p480)
40n FORMAT(////?20X," M 0 U F L C 0 0 R 0 I N A T E S"/2U0," mam
I .........................."*//>6X," POINT"pl4XP" GEKERArED-,23Xp
I" PFRTlURED",/,5X," NUMPFR",7TX" X",9X," Y",9X," Z"p,9," x",9X," Y
1",9X," Z"P/)
DO 090 J=1,NP
490 WRITE( ,500) J,XM(J),YM(J),ZM(J)X(J),Y(J),Z(J)
500 FORMAT(7Y,I3,5X,6fF9q22Xy))
WRITF(6,51O)
510 FORMATt"I",18X," G R 0 u N D C 0 n R D I N A T E Sw,/,leX," ....
I ............................... //>6X" POINT"14oX," GENFRATFD"2,






SUIROUTINE INPUT? ( NP,!NCPXOYOZO,X,YZ,SIGO,SCAL~x,,YLjZC,OME,P
1HICAPA,JPRINT,IPRINTsSIGJDDSIG ,NIM)
C




C 1, RFADS MODEL COORDINATFS OF ALL POINTS (KNOWN AND (INKNUwN ) AT
C ANY SE UENCE.
C 2, READS THE GROUND COUpPINATES OF THE CONTROLS AT ANy SLPUENCE,
C 3, RFADS VARIANCF-COVARIANCE MATPICFS r FULL 3 X 3 MAIRICFS ) FOR
C PBTH GROUND AND MODEL CopRDINATES OF THE CONTROLS AND OF tHE MODFL
C COORDINATES OF THE UNKNOWN POINTS.
C 4, SEPARATFS CONTROLS FROM UNKNOWN POINTS AND PUTS THE MODEL COORD
C INATFS IN THE ORDER OF THE CONTROL POINTS,
C 5. pUITS IN ORDER THE VAPTANCF-COVARTANCE MATRICES
C 6, COMPUTES APPROXIMATION nF THE TRANSFORMATION PARAMETFRS,
C
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C
C I, INPUT
C NP - NUMBER OF MODEL POINTS
C NCP - NUMBER OF CONTHPI POINTS
C Kh TO Na - NUMBERS OF THE CORNER POINTS OF THF MODEL TO bE USED FOR
C THE COMPUTATION OF THE TRANSFORMATTON PARAMETERS,
C NUM - ID NUMBER OF THF POINTS
C XOyOp7O - GROUND COORDINATES OF THF CONTPULS
C A,PBC - MODEL COORDINATES nF THE MODEL POINTS IN ARBIIRARY ORDER
C SIGO - ESTIMATED VARIANCE OF UNIT WEIGHT
CONTINUE
C SS551-9 - ELEMENTS OF THE VAR-COVAR MATRICES OF THE MODEL POINTs BY
37
C ROW IN ARBITRARY ORDER
C SIS9 - ELEMENTS OF THE VAR/COVAR MATRTCES OF THE GROUND COORDINA-
C TES OF THE CONTPPLS BY ROW TN ARBITRARY ORDER




C XOYOZO - GROUND COORDINATFS FOR THE CONTROLS
C X,y,7 - MODEL COORDS FOR ALL MODEL POINTS IN CORRECT bRDER
C SIGJ - VAR/COVAR MATRICFS OF THE MODEL COORDS IN CORkECT ORDFR-
C ( NPo3p3 )
C DDSIG - VAR/COVAR MATRICES FOR THE GROUND COOURDS OF ThE CONTROL
C POINTS IN CORRECT ORDER ( NCPv3,3 )
C SCAL - APPROXIMATE SCALF OF THE MODEL
C YC,yC,7C - APPROXIMATE TRA FLATIONS OF THE MODEL
CONTINUE
C OMF - APPROXIMATE ROTATION OF THE MODEL ARROUND THE X AXIS
C PHI - APPROXIMATE ROTATION OF THE MODEL ARROUND THF y AXIS
C CApA - APPROXIMATE ROlATION OF THE MODEL ARROUND THE Z AXIS
C
C REMARKS
C * THE SCALE IS COMPliTED AS THE MEAN OF THE SCALES OF THE TWO
C DIAGONALS OF THE PODFL
C * THE TRANSLATIONS ApF COMPUTED AS THE DIFFERENCES IN X,Y, AND
C 7 OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF ALt CONTROL FOINTS
C * THE FOUR CORNER pUIFTS NIN2,N3,NA ARF USED FOR THE COMPUTA-
C TION OF THE ROTATIr'S,
C


















310 IF(NE0,NUM(J)) GO TO WCO
IF(J.GTNCP) GO TO 300
=j +
GO TO 310
200 X(J) a A
Y(J) z B
Z(J) = C
350 IF(IINE.99) GO TO 400
GO TO 500









C RFAD AND PUT IN O)RDER T 4 VAR/COVAR MATHICFS OF THE C jNT LLS
600 FVRMATC I5p9ES*2pT3)
RFAr(5p600) NSIS2,S3' ipl;p~p~spe9 II
620 IFcN.E~qNUM(J)) GO TO 610
l= j + 1
Gr To 62c








DD S IG( J p3 p3 ) S9
IF (TITONEo99) Gfl TO 50(,
c
C REAV ANDl puT IN ORDER IpaF vAR/rOvAR MATRICES OF THF MUDEL POINTS
K =NCP
700 pFAfl(5p60O) NPSSISS2,SS39SS4,SS5,SS6,5S1,SS8,sS9,III





















C COMPUTATION OF APPROXIMATE SCALE
C
DM1 = BSRTXK-X))*+YKY()*2(()Z))2)
Dm2 = ABS(SQRT((X(M).X( i )**2+CY(M)mY(N))**2+(Z(M)mZflj)**p))
DGI=ABS(SQRTC((O(K).XDCI ))**2.(Y0(K,.Yr'CL))**2,(ZOeK).Zn(t ))**2))
OG~zABS(SQRT((XOCM)X(N))**2+(YO(M)wYO(N))**2 +(ZO(M,Zl(P')** 2 ),
SCAL a ((DMI/OGi) + (DM2/DG2))/2
C








Do 910 1 z 1,NCP
sumxm Sumxm + Y(I)
SLIMYM 2 SUMYM + v(I)
SLJMZM aSUMZM +7(l)
SUMXG w SUMXG + YOMI
SUMYG aSUMYG + YOMI




C COMPUTATION OF ROTATION CAPA
C
DXKL a X(K) - X(L)
DYKL zY(K) - Y(L)
DXOI(L = XO(K) - O)
DYDKL = YOCK) wYO(L)
DYOMN = YO(M) -YO(N)
DXOPN aXO(M) w YO(N)
DXMN = X(M)4 0 X(N)





CAPA = C +HTG-O-EMITF~?/
C
C CVMPUTATION OF ROTATION PHI
C
D7MX a Z(M)-Z(K)
D7L N = 7(L)-Z(N)
XYMX = SORT((XCM)m.X(K))**? + * Mw()*?
XYLN SO5RT((X(L)-X(N))**2 +4 (v(L)mvCN))**?)
070MK ZOcM)-ZO(K)
07OLN *ZO(L)uZO(N)
XYOMkK SORT((X0(M,.XO(K))**2 + (YOeM)-YOcK))**2)





p14I a C PHIGI + PHIG? -PHImi1 - pHIIA2 )/2
C
C COMPUTATION OF ROTATION rMEGA
C
DzKN m zCK) w Z(N)
D7ML a ZCM) - Z(L)
XYKN = SORT((XCK)inX(N))**2 + CY(K)-YCN))*tr2)
xymL a SQRT(X(p)-X(L))**2 + (Y(M)-YCL))**2 )
DZDKN=70(K)"ZUCN)
DZOMLz7O(M)- ZO(L)
YYOKN a SQPT(cXO(K).XO(I4))**2 + (YO(K)-Y0C(N))**2)











C PRINT OUl OF THE OUTPU1 ('F SUBROUTINE TNPUT?
wpITE(6, 1000)
1000 FoRPAT("1"P" **********' OUTPUT OF SUbROUTINE INPLIT2
1**********~***,,,,1O,~T P A N S F n R M A T 1 0 N P A R
IA m F T F R S", /. OX,"
I ~---~",//,X,"PAPAMFTER~,2OXpff COmpuTE' APPRUXIMAl IONS"p/,38Xp
1" IN, RAO"p9Y#" IN EREF "s/)
WRTTF(6,101 0) SCAL,XCYCZC
1010 FORMAT( 9X#" SCALE"p3oXF10*5p,, 9XP" TRANSLATION IN X"Pl0X#Ft1.3#
I/.9Y#" TRANSLATION IN Y"p1~xFl1.3p/p9yp" TRANSLATIONi IN l",1AYFt
11.o3)
WRITEC60 020) 0NEP IDOMFMflMESOME
1020 FORMAT( 9XP" ROTATION UNFGA",lIXF10,5,9X,2(I3,lX),FT.3)
wPITTE(f1030) PHIs IDPHINPHISPHI
10 30 o FOMATf 9X," ROTATIO~I PHI ",ol1X,*FIr.#59X,? 3,tlX),FT,3)
wPITF(6e,1040) CAPAI IDCAFPMCAPA,SCAPA
1040 FOPMATf 9X," ROTATInN CAPA "vllXF10.5,9XP?(13s1X)PF7*3)
WRITW 6,1100 )
1100 FORPAT(////,20X," P 0 U F L C 0 0 R n I N A T E 5"p~v20X',"




IF(NPaF0oNCP) GO TO 1160
WPTT(6,110)
1140 FORMAT(//p6XP" 2, UNuKNUhNl POINTS",//,





1170 FORPAT("i",18X," G R 0 V N D C 0 r R D I N A T E S"#,s14X,"
I ----- mm-----w--eaw/,6 CONTROL POINIS",//p
16YP" NtMPEP",5X," POTNT",olX#" Xp1x," y",IoXp"Z",p/)
Do 1180 J=1,NCP
1 180 wPITE(6,1130) JPNUM(J),YICJ),Ynl(J)p70fJ)
IF(JPRINTaFQ,1) GO TO 1500
WI'JITF(6, 1310)
1310 FORmAT(w19',3Xpfl THE VARTANCEaCrnVARIANCF MATRICES FOR (0OUND CnORnI
1 NATE S"P///)
DO 1320 J m1,NCP
1 320 WRITF(6p1330) NUM(J)D((DOSIG(J,#KI),K=1,3),#L=1,3,
1330 FOPMAT(3XP" POINT"' I5,2Y'3(2XF13.6),/,2( 16X53(2XPF13.6),/))
Gn TO 1340
1500 WRITF(6,1510)
1510 FORMAT('9l",///,3y," THE LIST OF VARIANCES FOR GRUUND Lnoktc)INATES",




1340 IFCIPRIN7*EQ#1) GO TO 1700
WRITEC 6,1610)
1610 FORH~AT("1",3XP" THE VAkIANCEoCOVARIANCE MATRICES FOR kiODEL CnnRDIN
1 ATE S",//I)
41
DO 1620 J =lNP
1620 WRITE(6,1330) NUM(J)p(( sIGJ(JpKI),Wa13),Lw=I3)
GO TO 1640
1700 WRITE(6,1710)
1710 FORMATC"l",///,3X p" THE t IST OF VARIANCES FOR MODEL COOROINATES",






SURROUTINE INPUT3(NCPNUM, O YOZDPyYPZSCALPOMEPPHIPCAPA XCYCDZ
ICDDSIGSIGJ)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE READS UjITPUT FROM A'y TRIANGULATION PROGRkM ( MO-
C DEL COORDINATES AND THEIR nEVIATIONS )Q
C IT ROTATES THE MODEL BY SMALL ROTATION ANGLES AND THE COMPUTED
C COORDINATES ARE CONSIDERED TO pE FICTITIOUS "GROUND" CONIOLS,
C THE GROUND IS ASSIGNED ARBITRAPILy HIGH wEIGHTS ANn THE PROGRAM
C COMPUTES THE ADJUSTED PRANSFORMATION pARAMFTERS AND THEIR DEVIA-
C TIONS, WHICH AR REPRESEFTING THE UNCERTAINTy OF THE F.ODE AS A
C WHOLE.
C
C THF INPUT COORDINATES Ao DEVIATIONS NEE D NOT BE IN THE SAME ORDER
C
DIMENSION NUM(1OO),XO(100YOt(100),Z(lO0,X(100 ,y(100 ,Z(100)







10 READ(5,20) NUM(J), X(J)p YtJ), Z(J)
20 FORMAT(I10,3F15.2)
35 I 1I
READ(54 0 ) NvSIS2,S3,IIIII
40 FORMAT(I10,3F20.108X12)
45 IF(N.EO.NUM(I)) GO TO 40
GO Tn 45









IF(IIIII.NE.99) GO TO 3b
C PRINT THE READ INPUT
C
WPITE(6,50)
50 FORMAT("1"///p5Xp" THE GIVEN MODEL COORDINATES OF THE CONTROL PO
11NTS"p///S5X," NUMPER",11Xp" X"PTXP" Y",17Xp" Z",/)
42
DO 60 T=lNCP
60 WPITF(WO) IPNUM(I),* X(T), Y(Y), Z(J)
70 FORMAT( 2 1 5,9yp3F11I .2 p' by))
WRITEC6PO0)
80 FORMAT("l",//,5Y," THE pFVIATTONS I'F THE MODEL cf1ORLINAtFS OF TH




C GENFRATF ARBITRARY ROTA'TTONS
RFAD(5p105) DEGIPDEG2
105 FPRMAT(2FI0,5)










120 ORT(1,**.***,**.* PRINT OUT OF TNPLJT3 ****
***********,,,///,E~,HTHF ARBTRARY ROTATIUINS OF THE' MODEL",
1,/,30XP" IN RAD",9X," IN DEGREES",,)
WRITE (6P130) VU ),IDLGfl),MIN(1 )p5EC(1 )
130 FORPhATC9XD9 OMEGA"' 13x'FIO.7'TX,2P,1xpt)DF7.3)
WRTT (6' 131) V(2), IDEG(2),MIN(2)p,'lE~f2)
131 FORMATC9XP" PHI "pI3XvFIO.,TX,p, lpY)pFT,3)
WRTE (6P132) V(3)fflIDEC(3)pMIN(3),sEC(3)
132 FORPATC9Yp" CAPA "p13XpFIO.7pTwp7(lp,1y),F7*3)
C
CALL ROTATE COMEPPHI ,CAFA ,AAS)
C
00 170 I1,PNCP
XO(I)c A(1,1)* X(I) + A(l,?)* YCI) 4 A(1,3)* z(I
YVCT):- A(2,1l)* XCI) + AC?,2,)* Y(I) + A(2,3)* ZCI)
ZOCI): A(3p1)* XCI).+ A(3*2)* Y(T) + Afj,3)* Z(I)
1T0 CONTINUIE
C








Y C cV f2)






CALL GAUSSC IXPSAMPV( I))
V(I) z-V(I)









CALL GAUSS C IXPS,AMPSCAL I
WRITE(6,220)
220 FORMAT(////////, 5XI" APPRnXIMATIONS FnR THE TRANSFORMATION PARAME
ITFRS",//jIOX," PARAMETEP",24XP" APPROXIMATION",/#38x," IN RAD", 9X
1," IN DEGREES",/)
WPITE(6,230) SCALPXCYCp7C
230 FORMAT( 9XP" SCALE",30XFIOp5, / 9X," TRANSLATION IN X"p1eXpF11.5p
1/,9X," TRANSLATION IN Y"lSXFtl.5,/9y" TRANSLATION IN I"~lAXF1
11.5)
WRITF(6,231) V(1)IFEG(1)*MIN(1)pSFC(1)
231 FORMAT( 9X," ROTATION UmFGAwplXpFIo 5,9X3?(13,IX)PF7,3)
WRITE(p,232) V(2),IPEG(2),MIN(2)pSECc2)
232 FORMAT( 9 xP" ROTATION PHI "jIIXSFIO.59X2(13p)IX),F7.3)
WRITF(6,233) V(3),IEG(3)MIN(3)nSEC(3)
233 FORPAT( 9XP" ROTATION CAPA ",11X F15,9X?(I3,1X)pFT.3)
WRITE(6, 80)
180 FORMAT("1"p////,SXp" GH l'ND COORDINATFS " (GENERATED bY ROTATION 0






DO 260 Kls1 3
DO 260 L=1,3
IF (K*L) 261,262261
261 DDSIG(J#~IL) = 0.0
GO TO 260






166 SIGJ(JKL) x 0.0
GO TO 160
167 SIGJ(JKPL) = SIGJCJKPK)**2
160 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,700)
700 FORMAT("l"p ///" ***************** VARIANCE'COVANIANCE MATRIC
1ES *********************//)
WRITF(6,7 10)






750 FOPMAT(///,3X," THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCF MATRICES FOR GROUD COORDI
INATES",///)
WPITE(6,7 60) (C DODSTG(J,KL),KwI 3)L=1,3)




SLUPRnUTINE TRANSF ( NCH, 'P9NUMDXfl.YfP,?PXYP,pSCAL,OMLPPHl CAPAST
1 ,OSI(~UDSIGSIGOJJMAXJTRPJPRJNT, IPPINT DXCYCD 7C
C PUIRPOSE
c PERFORMS THE LEAST brtARE FTT OF ONF DIGIIAL MODEL To AN OTHER
r
c FOR REASONS OF CDNVE FSION THE ONF MODEL IS CALLED 9"MOL)FL" AND
C THE DIHER "GROUND"*
C DFFINITIUN OF VARIABLES
C NPPNCP -ICTAL NUMBER ('F PUINTS AND NIJ)MPLR OF CONTRflV
c Num - ir NIMPEP OF POINTS
c YOPYfl,70 v 'PCOND cooIRTNATES OF THE CO1NTR~OLS
C XYpZ - WCEI. COORDINATES OF ALL POINTS
C SCAL - II-F AppROXIMATE SCALE OF THE POLEL
C XCpyCZC - AFFROXImATF TPANeLATTONS OF THE MODFL
c OMEpPHI,CApA - ApFRnXImATE RrTATIONS OF THE MODL
r SIGO - ESTIMATED~ MEAP SnUARE ERROR OF LNTT WEIGHT
C SIGJ(NPP3*3) - VAP/cOvAR mATRICFS OF THE MODEL COUR'DS
C UF ALL THE POTNTS
C DnSIG(NCPp3o3) - VAF/cOVAP mATPICFS OF THE GROUNL CURnS
c OF THE CONTROl POINTS
C DSIG(7,T) -VAP/COVAR MATRIX OF THE TRANS~okmATION PARA-
c mAXITR MAyImUm mUmBEp OFr I TFRAT IONS ALLnWf 0
C
DIMENSTON NUM(100,,Yfl(100),yO(100),zO( Ioo~, xfDcloO)jyfon 1oo)
1,7no( 1o0 )DX( 10 ),y( ioo),7C 10), WJC moo 3,3) DDWC 100, 3, 3), VL'NINVC I()o
1D93D3)DSIGJC1OC,3p3)PflDS~rIO10,P3)DPrDFI.TA(1OOP3)sODDK(1OO,3),RN(noO
i P7s3)pSiGmjC 10o,3#3)PDX( Ion) py( IO00)#n7( 1OO),XM( 10), YM( I O), 7 M(In
I0,pDFVIAC 100p3,3)
DIMFNSION ('T(7p3)oDDBT(3,3),DR4TWJ(7,3)IDDPTWJ(3,3), 0(?A,3),DDKI(3)
1 DrD (?3)OR( T DT )D'Q(T)P j( 7 , 3)PBKT( 3, 'DDN IV T7P ,,H I(3 f),H2( 3,*7
,,H3c7,3),#Ac33) ors(3.*7)pt)DB(3,3),C(3)PDDC(3)sUW(7j,7),AWJ(3
I,,3)PADrw(3ip3).DDNC(33)pflNINJ(3,p3),rG7),ooC(7.7),oC7)oc1 ;J(7,,Dojc
IT, 7) eD 'C 7 ),DK( 7),DD)INV( 7; 7),O)EITA( 7) ,0WQC( 7)PF( 393 ),SGOEL( 7,7),
IDSIGCT,7),COR(7),PAR(7),SIGPAR(7),DFVPARCTT),AS(3,3,,SIGGR(3,,SIG
IMOC 3),V 3), IDEG( 3); MIN( 3), SEC( 3)


























C INITIALIZF MATRICES DD AND DG
C
C
470 DO 10 K=I,7
DG(g) z 0,0
DO 10 L=p,7
10 DD(KL) = 0.0
C
C
C COpUTATIN Or ELEMENTS OF PC ( RIGHT HAND FOR TRANSFORMATION PARAME.












C COMPUTE THE ROTATION MATRIy AND THE DEPIVATIVF FOR PHI
C
CALL ROTATE ( OMEPHICAPAAAS )
C
C





























D0 60 K=1 7
00 60 L=Ip7




70 QQ(K) = 0Q(K) + Q(KPL)*OPWCJPL)
DO 80 K=1,7
80 DGJ(K) = DK(K) - Q0(K)
C
C














300 DWDC(K) = DWOC(K) + DW(VPL*DC(L)
DO 310 K=Ps7
DG( ) = DG(K) + DWDC(K)
no 310 L=P17
310 DD(KPL) = DD(KbL) + DW(K,L)
C














330 DFLTA(k) = DELTA(K)+DDIkV(KL)*DG(L)
C
C
























360 SIGDEL(K#L) a SIGNEW'*DUIF'V(KL)
C
C COMPUTATION OF THE VARIANCF-COVARIANCF MATRICES FOR EAch PUINT
C
00 410 J=,PNCP
DO 370 K=1' 7
D0 370 L=1s3
370 BNT(LP) = BN(JPKL)
Do 380 K='1 3
DO 38'0 M=1I3
380 DDNINJc(MK) . DDNINVC(JPK)
C
C
CALL MXMULT ( DDNINJBNTtI,3p7,3 )





390 H3(KML) = H1(LsK)
C
C





































Xn(J) = XD(J) + DDFLTA(Jpl)
YO(J) = YO(J) + DDFLTA(J2)




640 FOPPATC"lp 4(///////)r X,." *******************************,/,20
lp" *"pP7TXp *9"/20X" * SOLUTION DOFS NOT CONVERGE *w,/,
120X," * AFTER"IS," ITERATIONS *"P/,20X," *",27XP
1 " */20X" ******************************* */*/1////))
GO Tn 1000
420 CALL OUTPUF ( ITLPDASIGNDFLTASCALPxCYCZCDMLPHI,CAPADF
IVPARPSTGDELXO,yOPZODDFLTANUM, NCPSIGMJ)
IF(NP,EQNCP) GO TO 1000








C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE WEIGHT MATRICES FOR THE CORD1NATFS OF
C ALL THF GROUND CONTROL pOIFTS AND THE MODEL - CONTROL AND UNKNOWN -C pnINTS AND FOR THE AppROXIVATE TRANSFPRMATION PARAMETERS. IT ACCEpTS
C FULL VARIANCE-COVARIANCE WATRICES.
C
C INPUTS
C NPNCP - 10AL NUMBER PF POINTS AND NLJMPLR OF CONTROL
C NUM - IP NUMBER OF POINTS
C JJpJPPINT.IPRINT - INPUT PARAMETFRS C SFE MAIN )
C SCAL - APPROXIMATE SCALF OF THE MODEL
C SIGO - ESTIMATED MEAN SOUARF ERROR OF LNIT wEIGHTC SIGJ(NP3,3) - VAP/COVAR MATPICES OF THE MODEL COOPDS
C OF ALL THE POTNTS
C DDSIG(NCP,3,3) - VAP/COVAR MATRICES OF THE GROUNL COPRDS
C OF THE CONTROL POINTS






C WJ(NP,3,3) - TIF wEIGHT MATRICES OF THE MODEL CUORDS OFC AL! THE POINTS
49
C DW(TT) - IPF WEIGHT MATRIX OF THE TRANSFORMATION PARA
C METERS
C DDW(NCPs3,3) * 1HF WEIGHT MATRICES OF THE GROUND COURDS OF





DIMENSION WJ(100,J33),D (V(00,3,3),OSIG(iOOp 3p3)psIG(100,3, 3).NU
IM(100)
C














C COMPUTE WEIGHTS OF THF TFANSFORMATIO' PARAMFTERS
C
DO 200 K=1,7
200 DW(wK) = S1GO*(I/DSIG(CKK))
C
C PRINT MATRIX FOR TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS
C
WRITE(6,145)
145 FORMAT("I",////, ******************* wEIGHTS USED IN SOLUTION
WRITF(6,220)
220 WRMAT(////,.3X" THE WEIGHT MATRIX FOR THE TRANSFORMAlION PARAMETE1RS"M///)




C COMPUTE WEIGHTS FOR GROUND AND MODEL POINTS
C




310 DDSINV(KL) a DDSIG(JpK,I)
CALL INVERS (DDSINV,3I)
DO 320 K=13
DO 320 L=1, 3
320 DDW(JKL) = SIG*DDSINV(KL)
GO TO 500
400 DO 420 J=1,NCP
DO 420 K=1,3
420 DDW(JtK) = SIGO*(1/DUSIG(JpKK))
500 IF (JJ.EQ,2 ) GO TO 550
J=l
WRITE(6,520)
520 FORMAT(//// 3x," THE GPPUND COORDI'ATF WEIGHT MATRIXr,///)
DO 525 K=1,3
5 0




555 FPRPAT(////,3X," THF WEISHT MATRICFF FOR THE GROUNDl CLORUINATFS OF
I THE CONTROL PDINTS",///)
570 WPTTEC6,56C) NUJM(J), CDL) (J,1,L),t.C1,3), (DDW(J,2,L,,L.1, 3), CDnW(J,3
1,1 ),t=1,3)
560 FnRPATI3XP" POINT"' I5'3CF11 Op2X)D/p2C14XP3(E1,,?X),/))
IFCJ-NCP) 561P56PP562
561 1 cJ + I
Go 7n 570
562 TFcIPRIN1.NE.0) GO TO b0t









800 DO 620 j 1,NP
DO 820 K=1,3
820 WJ(JKPK) =SIGD*C1/SIGJCJ,KPK,,
900 IF(JJ*.'F,1) GO TO 1100
1000 WPTTF(6,lD20)
J020 FOPIVAT( /,' 3X#"' TFF MODEL COOPDINATE WEIGHT NATFIX"P///)
DO 1025 I'=1,3
1025 WRPTT(6p530) CwJfJAKL),vt 31,3)
GO TO IlI J
1100 WRITFC6,I120,
1120 FORpAT(///,3X," THE WEIC.JT MWATRICES FOR THFf COORDINATLS OF~ THE MOD








SURROUTINE PART( ADASDXOYO,ZnXCODYOnZOPjXC,YC,?C, 6CALDRDB,C
DIMFNSION DRC3,7),OOP(3,3),Cc 3).ODC 3)DA(3,3).AsC 3.3)
























OP C1,7 W-SC AL*( A 2,1) * DYrAC 2,2) *DY.A( 2,3) .OZ)









C(2) aSCAL*(A(2 1 )*DX+A(2,2)'*DYA(?,3)*DZ)-Y
C(3 s SCAL*(A(3,1 )*DX+A(3.2)*OYA(3,3,*OZ,.Z
RETtiRN
SUBROUTINE DFTCAL (NP, JPPDBPDCDC,0rCWJDWDDMDN0LNDDDDKP8N,
IDr)NINVPDONI NJ)
c THIS SUBROUTINE CompuTLs THE CONTRIoUTION OF EACH POINT T0 THE Nn.
c PRaAL ECUATIONS OF THE FPP
c ON *DD + BN *DlD~ a D
C BNT * DD + DON * DPD a DD




C DBPDDBPDDCPC o ELtMENTS OF TpE ftsERVATTON EQUATION~S
c COIPPtITED IN SllROnUTINE PART
c DC - EtFMFNT nF THr OBSERVATION EnUATIOS Cnmpu-
c TFP IN SUBROUTINE 3DTRAN
C Wj,#DWPDDW -WEICHT MATRICES OF THE MODEL CDOF'Sp THE TRA-
C NSFORMATION PARAmETEps AND THE (,ROIJND COOROS




C DNODDNPDKPDI(- EL.FmFNTS OF THE NORMAL EQUATTONS FOR? THE
C Il'O1VIDUAL POTNT
C BN - ELEMENT OF THE NORMAL EQUATIONS STORED IN A
C NCP*3*3 MATRIY FOR FUTURE USE
C DDNINV - IrNIERSE OF DDN STOREn IN A NCP*3*3 MATRIx
C DDNINJ - lItVERSE OF DON OF THE INDIVIDUAL PUINT j
c




DIMENSION DONINV(100,3,3).RN( 100,?,3),DDK( 00*3)
C
52












20 DDN(KL) = 0,0
C
C





30 DPRT(KL) a DDB(LK)
DO 40 K=1I7
DO 00 1=1,3
40 DPT(KsI) = DB(LK)
C








DDN(Kp ) = DDN(KPL) + DOW(K1L)
50 DDNINJ(KPL) e DDN(KpL)
C




60 DDNINV(JKPL) = DDNINJC(PL)
C














100 DDK(J,K) = DDKI(K) * DLK2(K)
C
C COMPUTATION OF BN(Jp7,3)
C
53
CALL MXMULT ( DBTWJDDBBNJPT,33)
DO 110 K=1,7
DO 110 L=1,3
110 BNC(JK,L) = BNJ(KpL)
RETURN
END




C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE MEAN SeUARE ERROR OF UNI1 WEIGHT OF
C EACH ITERATION, CALLEU SIGNEW, BY OLVING THE OBSERVATION EQUA*
C TIONS FOR THE COMPUTATIVO OnF THE REtIDUiALS,
C
C INPUTS
C NP(NCP) - TtF NUMBER OF CONTROLS
C XOYO,ZU - IHF GROUND COrRDS OF THE CONTROLS
C XOOYOOZDO,
C xOOYOD,ZO0 - APPROXIMATIONS TO THE GROUND COURDS OF THE
C CrFTROLS AS USED IN THE FIRST ITERAION
C X,YZ - MOrEL COORDINATES OF THE POINTS
C SCAL - IFF APPROXIMATE SCALE OF THE MOUEL
C XCYCZC - APPROXIMATE TPANSLATIONS OF THE MODEL
C OMEpHICApA - AppROXIMATE RrTATIONS OF THE MODEL
C A,AS - TF ROTATION MATRIX AND ITS DERIVATIVES
C DFLTA(7,1) - THF COMPUTED TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS
C DDELTA(NCP,3) - THF COMPUTFD GROUND COORDS OF THE CONTROLS
CONTIN UE
C CONTINUE DC HF RIGHT HANP MATRIX OF THE OBSERVATION
C EopATIONS ( FROM SUBROUTINE 3DTRAN )
C WJD,DDW - WEIGHT MATRICES OF THE MODEL COOkDS, THE TRA.




C SIGNEW - 1HE NEW MEAN FSUARE ERROR OF UNIT NfIGHT OF












































C COMPUTES THE ROTATION MATNIY FOR GIVEN ROTATION ANGLES AND THE




























SUPPOUTINE OUTPUF ( ITEPsASIGNDEFLTAPSCALPYXCYCPZC.0ME~PHIJCAPADE
1VPARSIGDEL,XyoZy,7ODDELTAPNUMNCPpSIMj)
C
C.e.. .... , *.e. **..e.eee. * ** ,.eo 9.... .. . .*00. ,e , . ,eoe ,O 00
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS C T THE RFSUITS OF THE TRANSFOkMA11ON
C AFTER THE SOLUTION HAS CONVERGFD,, IT ALSO PRINTS OUT THE ADJUJSTED
C VAI.UES OF THE GROUND COORDINATED OF THE CONTROL POINTS AfOl THEIR
C DEVIATIONS,
C









0~0 FORMAT(w", **************** FINAL 0tiTP T *****
1 **************w,/,12,"THE StPLUTION CONVERGES AFTEP ITERATI
I ON~ NUMFER"p1 3 p/pl 2Xp,
WPITFC6,'19 0) ASIGN
4190 FORMAT c////p20Xp" ******************0,O, ~29x
IV" *"p/p20X," *"p3XP" SIC4'A ZEP~jw,!1 ,*4*3X," *"p/p2oXv" *",29Xo"
ASCAL a SCAL + DELTA~i)
AXC 0 XC + DELTA(2)
AYC a YC + DELTAW3
A7C a C + DELTA(LI)
ADME = OME +DELTA(5)
APHI PHI + DELTA(6)




CALL RTDMS(DELTA(5)IUrlMEpmL)FME xFDOmE )
CALL RTODMSCOELTAC6),IUVPHTpMDPHI pFDPHI )
CALL RTOIJMSCDELTA (7,,IDfDPApMDCAPAFDCAPA)
CALL RTODmS(AOmE ,IDAOMUPMAOmE PSAOm.E )
CALL RTODMS(APHI PIDAPHIMAPHI PSAPPI )
CALL RTODiVS(ACApA, IDACpA, MACApA,SACfipA)




500 FORMAT(/PIOXP" T R A N S F 0 R Mb A T 1 0 N P A R A kr E r E R S",
1
" Dn VALUE"p 3 Xx" CDRRECTInN",2Xp" FINAL VALuE",3 X#" jDEvIATION"P/,
wRITE (6, 510 SCALP DELTA CI, ASCAL, tE VPARe 1D1)
510 FORMAT(5yp" SCALE FACTOP",4X,2C2XF1 1,5p2XE11.*1))
WRITF(6,520)XC *DELTA(2)pAXCDE VPAP(2p2)
520 FOPmAT(5XP" TRANSLATION IN X"9,?(?XF11.3p2X*E11.1))
WRITEC6 ,5 30)YC PDELTAC 3). AYCvDEVPAP( 3,3)
530 FcRmAT(5XP" TRANSLATION IN Y",?(2X,Fll.3,2YpE11,*1))
wRITE(6,540)ZC pDELTA(4I)pAZCDEVPAR(4,4)
540 FORMAT(5XP" TRANSLATION IN Z",?C2XpFlI.3s2XpE1.*1))
WRITE (6,550) IDEOMEHINDpEDSECnMEIODOmEMPOmE ,SDOHF , IDAOP4E,
I MAOME ,SAOMEIDDEvOMIDFV],SEDEvO
550 FORMAT(5X," ANGLE UMEGA"p5X, 4fIX,13p13PF6*2))
wRITE (6,560) IDEpHIMlNpHI ,SFCPHI ,IrDPHIMrlPHI ,SDPHI pILJDPHI,
IMAPHI ,SAPHIPIDDEVPpMIDFVPPSEDFVP
560 FVRMAT(5X#" ANGLE PHI"#' 7Y,4(IXpI3,13pF6*2))
WRITF C6,570)) IDCAPAMICAPA ,SECAPA ,IrDCPAMPCAPApSOCAPAIDPCPA,
IMACAPASACAPAPIDDEVCWIDFVCSEDEVC
570 FORMAT(5XP" ANGLE CAPA". 6Yp4(lX,13,13pF-6o?))
WRITE(6,5 80)
580 FORMAT(///,IOXp" THE VAPIANCE-COVARTANCE MARTIX OF TMH. TRONSFnRMAT
1 IVN" P/I)
DO 590 K(1,T
590 wRITE(6,600) ( SIGDEL(KL)pLxi,7)
600 FORMAT(" "pTEI.A
WPITF(6,610)
610 FCRMAT("l",//pl8Xp" LIST OF ADjUSTEr GROUND COORDINATLS"h/P18xs"
56
DO 620 J=1,NCP
XOCJ) a OCJ) + DDELTA(Jo1)
Yflcj) = YO(j) + DLTACJP2)
7flCJ) =ZO(J) + nDELTACJP3)
DO 625 K=1#3
625 OEVIA(JPKK) =SORTCSIGPJ(,PKpK)3
620~ WPITE(6,630) NUM(J),XOCJIYOCJ),7O(j),0LvIA(J,1 91),OEF'IA(J,2,7'),DF
VTAC J,3,3)
630 FLIRHAT( I5,3(?XF 11.3),J?X.,E11.4))
650 CONTTN'E
RETURN
SLIPROUTINE OUTPUT c TTE2FASIGN,DFLTASCALXC,YCpZC,mb.,PH! ,CApA,
IDFVPAR)
C THIS SLpROUjTINE PRINTS 011T THE RFSUlTS OF FACH ITERATION txCFpT
C THE LAST AND FINAL ON'Es
DIMENSION DELTAC 7,DE VPAP( 7,T)
WPITFC6,10) ITER
10 FDRMATr"1"," *..********~* ITERATION NUMER"P,4.92yo
WPITE(6,?O) ASIGN
20 Fo)PPAT( //ip20X'" ******************.,,#w*029X
ASCAL cSCAL + DFLTAWI
AVC -XC * DELTA(2)
AYC a YC * DFLTA(33
AC rZC DELTA(A)
AOME 2 OME + DELTA(5)
APHI = PHI + DELTA(63
ACAPA = CAPA + DELTA(T
CALL RTOUmS(OME ,I0EflHLpIk0JMEpSFCOljE)





CALL RTODMS(AOmE ,IDAOM~oMADME PSAOPE






30 FORMAT(/p1OX," T R A N S F 0 R M A T I U N P A R A ?A F t E "
1/p1 OXy" //I,p 25X,
""InD VALUF",3X," CORRECTIrIN",3X,9"' Ew VALI'E",3XP" DEVIATIDN"p/)
WRTTE(6p40O) SCALDELTACI),A$CALPLEVPARr1,1,
40 FDiRMAT(5Xv" SCALE FACTOP",IIX,2(2y,F1 1.592XEI11.A))
WPITF(6,50) YC PDELTAC2)PAXC PDEVPAR(2p2,
50 FO)RmAT(5X#" TRANSLATION IN X"#P(?X#Fll.3P2ypE11,4))
WPITF(606) YC ,DELTAC3),AYC ,DEVPARc3,3)
57
60 FORMAT(5XP" TRANSLATION IN Y"~,(2Xi,Fi.3,2XpE11.4))
wPITF(6,70) ZC ,DELTA(4)AZC ,OEVPAR(4,4)
70 FORMAT(5XP" TRANSLATION IN Z",P(?XprFt.3,2XE11I4))
WRITF(6, 80) IDEOMEMINVPMESECMEIDDOME,MPOME ,SDOME ,IDAOME,
IMAOME ,SAOMEPIDDEVOMIDEVOSEDFVO
80 FORMAT(5X," ANGLE OMEGA"ps5, 4(IX13,13F6.2))
WRITE(6p 90) IDEPHI,MINPPI,SECPHIIrDPHIMDPHI ,SDPHI ,IUDPHI,
IMAPHT ,SAPHIIDDFVPMDVP,IDFVPSEDVP
90 FORMAT(5XP" ANGLE PHI"s 7Y 4(IX,13,13pF6.2))
WRITE(,100) IDCAPAMICAPA,SECAPA,IrDCPAMOCAPASDCAPAPIDACPA,
IMACAPASACAPAIDDEVCPMIDFVCSEDEVC
100 FORMAT(5X," ANGLE CAPA", 6XK4(13XI3I3,F6.?))
WPITE(6,110)
110 FORMAT(//,5XP" ROTATIONS IN RADIANS",//)
wRITE(6,120) OMEpDELTA(5)#AOMEDEVPAR(5p5)
120 FORMAT(5X," ANGLE OMFGAP,5X,2(2X,F1l.8,2XIFlI.4))
WRITE(6,130) PHIDELTA(6)pApHIDEVPAR(6f6)
130 FORMAT(5XP" ANGLF PHI "s5Xp2(2XF11.,82X,Fl*4))
WRITF(6, 40) CAPADELTA(7),ACAPADEVPAP(7,7)











10 FORMAT (ilIOXR" GENERAL DATAw,//1Oy, NUMSER OF pOINTS USED IN TH
IF SOLUTION-,IOX,I5,/,1U )" MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWFD",
.11y,I5 )
WRITE(61140)
140 FORMAT(////, 3Xp, THE VAPIANCE-COVARTANCE MATRIX FOR ThE IhANSFORMA







110 FORMAT(////,20X" ********************************/20X" *9929X





SUBROUTINE PANDU(IXIY*YFL) PAND 540
C RAND 10
C 0eee... ****************e*eeeeeoee ee RAND 2
C RAND 30
C SUBROUTINE RANDU RAND 40
C RAND 50
C PURPOSE RAND 60
C COMPUTES UNIFORMLy DISTRIBUTED RANDOM REAL NUMBERS PETWEEN RAND 70
C 0 AND 1.0 AND RANDOM INTEGERS BFTWEEN ZERO AND RAND 80
C **31, EACH ENTRY USES AS INPUT AN INTEGER RANDOM NUMBER RAND 90
C AND PRODUCES A NEW INTEGER AND RFAL RANDOM NUMPER. RAND 100
C RAND 110
C USAGE RAND 120
58
C CALL RANDU(IXPTYYFL) RAND 130
C RAND 140
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMFTERS RAND 150
C TX - FOR THE FIRST ENTRY THIS MUST CONTAIN ANY LDD INTEGER RAND 160
C NUMBER WITH KINF OR LESS DIGITS, AFTER THE FIRST ENTRY,RAND 170
C IV SHOULD BE THE PRFVIOUS VALUE OF IY COMPUTED BY THIS RAND 180
C SUBROUTINE. RAND 190
C Iy * A RESULTANT INTEGER RANDPM NUMBFR REQUIRED FOR THF NEXTRAND 200
C ENTRy TO THIS SUIBROUTINE
, THE RANGE OF THIS NUpfER IS RAND 210
CnNTINIE
C BETWEFN ZERU AND 2**31 RAND 220
C vFL" THE RFSULTANT UNIFORMLy pISTRIBIoTEDp FLOATING POINT, RAND 730
C 'RANDOM NUMBER IN THE RANrE 0 TO 1,0 RAND 240
C RAND 250
C REMARIS RAND 260
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS SPECIFIC Tr SySTEM/360 AND wILL PRlDjUCE RAND 270
C 2**29 TERMS REFDRF RFPFATING, THE REFERENCE BELOW OISCIISSFSRAND 280
C SEEDS (65539 HERE), RUN PROBLFMS, AND PROBLEMS CONCFRNING RAND 290
C PANDOM DIGITS tUSIFr THIS GENERPATTON SCHEME, MACLAREN AND RAND 300
C PARSAGLIAP JACM 12 P, 83-P9s DISCUSS CONGRUFNTIAL RAND 310
C CENERATION METHODS AND TESTS. THE USE OF TWO GENEkPTORS OF RAND 320
C THE PANDU TyPF, O;F FILLING A TAPLE AND ONE PICKING FROM THERAND 330
C TAPLEP IS OF PENEFIT IN SOME CASFS, 65549 HAS bEEN RAND 340
C SUGGFSTED AS A SEFp WHICH HAS BETTER STATISTICAL pkPEFRTIFS RAND 350
C FOR HIGH ORDER BITS OF THF GEV ERATED DEVIATE, RAND 360
C SEEDS SHOULD RE CEPSFN IN ACCrRDANCE WITH THE DISCUSSION RAND 370
C GIVEN IN THE REFEFFNCE BELOW. ALSO# IT SHOULD bE NOTED THATRAND 380
C IF FLOATING POINT RANDOM NUMBFRS ARE DESIRED,AS ARE RAND 390
C AVAILABLE FROM RAUDUD THF RANPOM CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RAND 400
C FLOATING POINT DEVIATES ARF MODIFIED AND IN FACT THFSF RAND 410
CONTTNIE
C DEVIATES HAVE HIGH PROBABILITY OF HAVING A TRAILING LOW RAND 420
C PRDER ZERO BIT IN THEIR FRACTIONAL PART. RAND 430
C RAND 440
C SIJBROUTINFS AND FUNCTION SUPPROGPAMS REQUIRED RAND 450
C NONE RAND 460
RAND 470
C METHOD RAND 480
C POWER RESIDUE MEiHOD DISCUSSEr IN IBM MANUAL C2'8011, RAND 490






5 IYuIY+?147483647+1 RAND 570




SUBROUTINE GAUSS(IXpSpAptV) GAUS 390
C GAUS 10C .. ,..........*..*******************.*...GAUS 20
GAUS 30
C SUBROUTINE GAUSS GAUS 40
C GAUS 50
C PURPOSE GAUS 60
C COMPUTES A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTFD RANDOM NUMBER WITH A GIVEN GAUS 70
C MEAN AND STANDARD PEVIATION GAUS 80
c GAUS 90C USAGE GAUS 100
C CALL GAUSSCIXS,AVV) GAUS 110
59
C GAUS 120
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMFTERS GAUS 130
C Ix "IX MUST CONTAI' AN ODD INTEGFR NUMBER WITH NINE OR GAUS 140
C LESS DIGITS OF THE FIRST ENTRY TO GAUSS, THEREAFTER GAUS 150
C IT WILL, CONTAIN A UNTFORMIY nISTRIBUTED INTEGER RANDOM GAUS 160
C NUMBER GENERATED BY THF SUBROUTINE FOR USE bN THE NEXT GAUS 170
C ENTRY TO THE SUBROUTINE, GAUS 180
C S -THE DESIRED STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NORMAL GAUS 190
CONTINUE
C DISTRIBUTION, GAUS 200
C AM -THE DESIRED MEAN OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION GAUS 210
C v -THE VALUE OF THE COMPUTED NORMAL RANDOM VARIABLE CAUS 220
C rAUS 230
C REMARKS GAUS 240
C THIS SUBROUTINE USFS RANDU WHTCH IS MACHINE SPECIFIC GAUS 250
C GAUS 260
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REnUIRFD GAUS 270
C RANDU GAUS 280
C GAUS 290
C MFTHOD GAUS 300
C USES 12 UNIFORM RANOnM NUMBERS TO COMPUTE NORMAL RAF'DOM GAUS 310
C NUMBERS BY CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM, THE RESULT IS THEN GAUS 320
C ADJUSTED TO MATCH THE GIVEN MEAN AND STANDARD DLETAtION, GAUS 330
C THE UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBERS COMPUTED WITHIN THE SURRPIJTINE rAUS 340
C ARE FOUND BY THE POWER RFSTDUF MFTHOD, nAUS 350
C rAUS 360
C ... ... *.*,**,*,**,**,,,,, ,,..........*,t******,,***...,,...GAUS 370
C nAUS 380
A=,0O AUS 400
Do 50 Iit,12 GAUS 410
CALL RANDU(IXPIYY) GAUS 420
TY=Iy AUS 430




SUBROUTINE INVERS(ApMII) INVS 10
C
C IT = I DIVIDION BY 7ERO
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF AN M X M MATRIX,
C AND DESTROYS THE ORIGINAL PATRIX,
C A 7ERO DIAGONAL ELEMENT WIlL CAUSE A DIVISION BY ZERO
C WHICH WIlL STOP THE PROGRAM,
C
DIMENSION A(MM) INVS 20
II 0 INVS 30
40 DO 7 L=IM INVS 40
C ROW L IS PIVOTAL ROW
IF(A(Lol) *LT. 10EG15) GO TO 8 INVS 50
FMN= 1.O/A(LI) INVS 60
DIV = A(Lpl) INVS 70
DO 4 J=2sM INVS 80
4 A(L, J-I)r A(L.J)/DIV INVS 90
A(LpM)= FMN TNVS 100
C PIVOTAL ROW HAS BEEN MODIFIFP NOw OTHFR ROWS TO RE MODIFIED
DO 7 J=I' INVS 110
IF(J-L) 5p 7,5 INVS 120
5 FMULT = A(JI) INVS 130
DO 6 K=2, M INVS 140
6 A(J, K-1) =(A(JK)-((FMUIT)*(A(LK'1)))) INVS 150
A(JM)= "FMN * FMULT INVS 160
7 CONTINUE INVS 170
60
RETURN INVS 180
1I= I TNVS 190
RF TURN
END
SIuPROUTINE RTODMS ( ANbIF, IDEG, A PIN SEC ) RTDMS 10
C RTDMS 20
C PUPPOSE PTDoS 30
C TpANSFORMS ANGLES FROM FADTANS TO DFGRFESmINUTESSECUND~ RTDMS 40
C PTDPS 50
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES PTDMS 60
C ANGLF - IHE INPUT ANGLE TO BE TRANSFORMED RTDMS 70
C IDFG * THE DEGREFS ( INTEGER ) RTDMS 80
C MIN - THE MINUTES ( INTEGER )) RTDMS 90
C SEC - THE SECONDS ( REAl ) RTDMS100
C PTDMSI 10
ANG = ANGLF* ( 57,2957795131 ) RTDMS120
IDEG a INT( ANG) RTDMSI30
DEG = IDEG PTOMS140
FPIN = ( ANG - DEG )* 60,0 PTDMS150
MIN= I T( FMIN) PTDMS160
THIN = MIN PTDMS170
SECf ( FMIN - TMIN)* 60.0 RTDMS18O
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MXMULT ( ApbCekLM )
C
C THF SUPROUTINE MULTIPLIFS TWO MATRTICES
C A PRFMULTIPLIER MATRIX WTTH DIMENSIONS K BY M
C R POSTMULTIPLIER MATRIY WITH DIMENSIONS M BY L









10 C(TsJ) = C(Is) + A(IoN)*BCNoJ)
RETURN
END




C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL COVPUTE THE TRANSFORMED COORDS FLR b1E































30 ATXcJIX) a ATX(JK) *AT(KpL)*YMCOOP(JvL)
C COMPUTF GROUND COORDINATFS OF THE U'KNC)wN POINTS
C
DO 40 J a NCPNP
DO 40 T =1,3
40 GRCOOR(jsI) c(1/SCAL)*ATXCjI) + TFANSLCI)
C










50) FoRmAT"1".,////pIOX,"f LIST OF C~OMPUJTED GROUND COORDINATES OF UINKNO
I WN POT PTS", / ,loXp" ....... ...... . 0 .. . .....
I IOXP"SIGIAA X",1l0Xp"SIGPA Y",l0X,*"SYGMA Z"' I







VYrc(ACIPI)*XM + A(2,1l)*YM + Ar3pl)*ZM)**2) *VL /(SCAL**4)+
I ((190/SCAL)**?)*(((AstI,1)*YM + AS(2,1)*YM *,AS(3,1l)*ZM)**2,
i *VP +(CwA(2,I)*XM -AI,1)*YM)**2)*VC +CAt1,1)**P)*VXP
I + (A(2pl)**2)*VYM (A(3p1)**?)*%,ZM 4 VXT
VX=SQRT(VX)
VY. f(A(1,2)*XM +A(2,2)*YM 4 A(3p2,*Zm,**2,*VL /(SCAL**4)
I + CC.O/SCAL)**2)*
I (((-A(1,3)*XM - A(2,3)*YM *A(3,3)*ZM)**2)*VO)
I (CASCI#2)*yM + AS(Pp?)*yPJ + AFC3p2)*7M)**2)*VP
I *((A(PP2)*XM - A(1#2)*YNI)**P)*VC




VZv C(A(IP3)*XM +A(2p3)*YM + A(3p3)*ZM)**2)*VL /CSCAL**4)
+ ((j, /SCAL)**2)*
I (((A(IP2)*XM + A(2#2)*YM + A(3#'P)*7M)**2) *V()
I +((AS(IP3)*XM +AS(2p33*YM + AS(3p3)*ZM)**2) *VP
+((A(PP3)*Xm - A(1#3)*YM)**2)*VC
+ CA(IP3)**?)*vxM + (A(2#3)**2)*VYM + (AC3p3)**2)*VZM)
+ V7T
V7=SORT(VZ)






6.1 TO PERFORM ABSOLUTE ORIENTATION
6.1.1 INPUT DATA
2 32 6 6 0
.0001
1.000E+20 1,000E+20 1,000E+20 1t000E+20  F00 E+20 10002 020 1,00020 1,000E+2 0
27 29 15 14
27 001806.0 015096e0 310.0
29 010759,0 02124.0 386,0
15 014080,0 -009575,0 904.0
14 006007.0 "006116.0 360.0
17 008701,0 005200,0 301.0
30 017232*0 009647*0 347.0
27 -045.406 058#396 -000.799
29 014.964 100,865 -000*061
15 033,930 "107,635 003,133
14 -006.402 -083,653 -000.215
17 "000@479 008e434 -000.704
30 056,822 020.231 -000.362
2 049,594 036.132 003,494
28 -038,419 106,586 "000,420
175 -008.057 12P2278 000,275
182 019,160 "117,189 003,096
190 056.678 "115#561 004.227
181 019,586 '084.599 001.958
174 -010,957 -080.442 "000.351
166 -042,525 -086,624 '000.229
172 -010,956 -021.763 "0009583
173 -013,266 -057.254 -000,367
180 020.133 '050,199 000.056
188 057,172 *055,845 002,183
169 -009,653 072.515 *000.170
177 020,824 075.133 "000.18
184 054,609 0769321 003,111
185 058,569 047.865 002,914
178 026,090 052,083 000,028
170 "010,685 051,498 "000,236
163 -041.656 005.040 -000,679
171 -005,245 018,659 "000,126
186 054,842 013,650 -000,223
187 053,032 *01ot109 000.507
199 028.979 *023,733 a0019182
168 -011.219 108,819 "000,041
183 058,296 112P773 002.585
217 023,897 1109495 000,339 99
27,225E+03 r*F+03 6,25E*02





30,225E+03 *1F+03 6.25E+02 99
27 ,1E-0 3  .1Fr03 ,1E'03
30 .E'-03 ,1F003 .1E'03
29 ,1E'03 ,1*F03 .1 *03
15 ,1E-03 9F1"03 1E-03
14 .1iF03 *1F*03 ,1E'03
17 .1E-03 .I-03 ,1F' 03
28 *1E-03 *1F-03 ,1 '03
2 ,1F'03 .1F'03 ,1E'03
190 ,1r'03 .1F03 ,1E03
182 .1E'03 v1'03 .1 '03
166 ,1E'03 1F'03 .1'-03
175 .1lr03 *,lr03 .1E'03
174 ,1EF03 .1FP03 ,1'03
181 *,1'03 .lFP03 ,1E'03
188 ,1E'03 *lr'03 .1'E03
180 ,1'103 ,1F'03 ,IE'03
173 *1E'03 .1F'03 .1E'03
172 *1E'03 *1F'03 ,1E'03
199 *1[F03 *Ir'03 1E03
187 .1E'03 I1F'03 .1E'03
186 *1E-03 .1F'03 .1E'03
171 ,1E-03 r 'F03 .1E'03
163 .1E' 03 ,1F*03 I1E'03
170 ,1-03 *1r'03 r1E'03
178 .1E'0 3  I1F'03 .1"'03
185 *1EF0 3  *1r'03 ,1'E03
184 ,1E'0 3  *1F'03 .1 E03
177 *103 *1F'03 ,1 W03
169 *1E'0 3  *1F03 
.1'E03
168 *1E'0 3  ,1r03 1E003
183 *IE'0 3  * F'03 ,*EO03
217 *1E'03 ,rIF03 *.1E03 99
6.1.2 OUTPUT 65
GFNLRAL DATA
NUMBER OF POINTS UbEP IN THE SOLUTION 6
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALtOWFD 6
THF VARIANCEwCOVARIANCE MATPRIX FOR THE TRANSFORMATION PAkAMLTERS
(ORDER OF VARIABLES c SCALEDXPY,nZ,pMEPHICAPA)
0.OOO 21 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,100F 21 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0
0,0 0,0 0,100E 21 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,0 O.0OOE 21 0.0 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.0 00 0,0 0,100E 21 0,0 090
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,100E 21 0.0




******************** UUTPUT OF SUPROUTTNE INPUT2 ****************
TP R NSFO RMATI 0 N PARA MET RS
PARAMETFR COMPUTFD APPROXIMATIONS
IN PAD IN DEREES
SCALE 0.00667
TRANSLATION IN X 10088.594
TRANSLATION IN Y 5982,703
TRANSLATION IN Z 434.501
ROTATION OMEGA 0.00022 0 0 46,253
ROTATION PHI 0.00166 0 5 41.500
ROTATION CAPA 0,01614 0 55 k9.799
M 0 0 EL C 0 n R DINATES
1. CONTRUL POINTS
NUMBFR POINT X Y
1 27 *45,4060 58,390 -0,7990
2 29 14,9640 100.8650 "0.0610
3 15 33.9300 -107.6350 3.1330
4 14 =6.4020 *83,6530 "0.2150
5 17 0 .4790 "8,4340 "0.7040
6 30 56.8220 20.2310 "0.3620
2, UNKNOWN POINTS
NUMBER POINT X Y 7
7 2 49,5940 36,1320 3,4940
8 28 03.4190 106,5860 "0.4200
9 175 "b.0570 P122.2780 0.2750
10 182 19.1600 117t1800 3.0960
11 190 56.6780 -115.5610 4r2270
12 181 19.5860 -84,5990 1.9580
13 174 -10.9570 -88.4420 "0.3510
14 166 -42.5250 -86,6240 "0.2290
15 172 -10,9560 021.7630 00.5830
16 173 13,26oA0 -57.2540 -0,3670
17 180 20.1330 
-50.1990 0.0560
18 188 5f.1720 
-55.8450 2.1830
19 169 "9,6530 72,5150 *0.1700
20 177 20.8240 75.1330 "0.1280
21 184 54,6090 76,3210 3,1110
22 185 58.,690 47,8650 2.9140
23 178 26,0900 52.0830 0.0280
24 170 -10,6850 51,4980 "0,2360
25 163 041,6560 5,0400 0,6790
26 171 -5,2450 18,6590 *0.1260
27 186 54.P420 13,6500 "0.2230
67
28 187 5.,0320 *14.1090 0.5070
29 199 28.9790 o23.7330 "1.1820
30 168 "11.2190 108.8190 0.0410
31 183 58,2960 112,7730 2.5850
32 217 23.P970 110.4950 0.3390
68
GR 0 U N-D C 0 0 R P I N AT E S
CONTROL POINTS
NUMBER POINT X y 7
1 27 18ObCOO00 15096,0000 310,0000
2 29 10759r00O0 21624.0000 386.0000
3 15 14080.e0000 9575,0000 904.0000
4 14 8001,0000 *6116,0000 360,0000
5 17 8701,0000 5200.0000 301.0000
6 30 17232.0000 9647.0000 347.0000
69
THF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRICES FOR CROUND COORDINATE;'
POINT 27 0O225000E 03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.100000F 03 0,0
0.0 0.0 0,625000E 03
PnINT 29 0.225000E 03 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.100000F 03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,625000! 03
POINT 15 0,225000F 03 0,0 0.0
0.0 0100000F 03 0,0
0.0 0.0 0,625000F 03
POINT 10 0,225000E 03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.100000F 03 0,0
0.0 0.0 0,625000! 03
POINT 17 0.225000E 03 0.0 0.0
0.0 O.I00000 03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,625000 03
POINT 30 0.225000 03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0l00000r 03 0,0
0.0 0.0 0,625000E 03
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THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRICES FOR VODrL COOROINATES
POINT 27 0.I000000FU3 0.0 0,0
0.0 0,100000F*03 0,0
0.0 0.0 O.100000E-03
POINT 29 0.100000E'03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.100000r03 0,0
0.0 0,0 0,100000E-03
POINT 15 0.100000E'03 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.100000F'03 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.1O0000E03
POINT 14 0.100000F-03 0,0 0.0
0.0 O.lo00000r-o 0,0
0.0 0,0 0,1000000E03
POINT 17 0.1000000E03 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.100000F03 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.100000E 03
POINT 30 0.100000F-03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.100O00r-03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.100000EFO4
POINT 2 0.100000F'03 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.10000r-03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,100000E-04
POINT 28 0.100000F*03 0,0 0.0
0.0 0.100000F-03 0.0
0.0 0*0 0,100000E-03
POINT 175 0100000E003 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.100000F003 0.0
0,0 0.0 ,10100000r03
POINT 182 0,100000E-U3 0.0 0.0
0.0 0910000ro03 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.100000F-03
POINT 190 0.1000003 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.100000F-03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.100000r03
POINT 181 0,100000E-03 0.0 0,0
0.0 0,100000F03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.100000E003
POINT 174 0.100000E-03 00 0.0
0.0 0.100000r03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.100000E-03
POINT 166 0.100000E-U3 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,100000F'03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1000000E03




POINT 173 0.100000E03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.10000r-03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,100000E-03
POINT 180 0.100000E-03 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.100000F03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0o,1000OE-03
POINT 188 O,100000E-U3 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.100000-03 o,0
0,0 0.0 0,100000E03
POINT 169 0.100000E03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.lO0000r-03 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.100000E'03
POINT 177 0.100000'E03 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.10000r-03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,100000o-03
POINT 184 0.100000F-03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.100000r03 0,0
0.0 0.0 0,100000E-03
POINT 185 0.100000E*U3 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.100000Fr03 0.0
0.0 0.0 o.100000EF03
POINT 178 0.100000E03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.100000003 0.0
0.0 00O 0010000E iO
POINT 170 0.100000E'U3 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.100000rF03 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.100000E'03
POINT 163 0.100000E-03 0.0 0,0
0.0 0,1000000003 0.0
0.0 0,0 0O100000E-03
POINT 171 0.100000E=03 0.0 0.0
0,0 0,100000rFo3 0,0
0,0 0.0 0.100000E-03
POINT 186 0.100000w03 0,0 0,0
0.0 0.100000F=03 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.100000E03
POINT 187 0,100000E*U3 0.0 0.0
0,0 0100000r003 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.100000F-03
POINT 199 0.10000OE03 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.100000F03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,1000000E03




POINT 183 0,100000Em03 0,0 0.0
0.0 0.100000F-03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,100000F-03




********************* TFIGHTS USED IN SOLUTION **********************
THF WFIGHT MATRIX FOR THE TPANSFORMATrN PARAMETERS
0,100r-23 0 ,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0, 1 00F'23 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.100E'23 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100E'23 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,100E'23 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,100E-k3 0,0
0.0 0.0 0,O 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.100rF23
THF WFIGHT MATRICES FOR THE GROUND COOPDINATES OF THE CnNTRUL pOINTS
POINT 27 0,4444-06 0.0 0,0
0.0 0*1000E"05 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.1600E'06
POINT 29 0,4444E-06 0.0 0.0
0.0 0O1000E05 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.1600E'06
POINT 15 0,4444E-06 060 0.0
0.0 0100E05 0.0
O.0 0.0 0.1600E*06
POINT 14 0.1444E-06 0.0 0,0
0,0 0,1000E-05 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1600E06
POINT 17 0,4444E-06 0.0 0.0
0.0 0ICO00E-05 0.0
0,0 0.0 0,1600E-06
POINT 30 0,4444F-06 0.0 0,0
0,0 0.1000EmO5 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.1600E*06
THF WEIGHT hATRICES FOR THE COORDINATES OF THF MODDEL POINTS c CONTROL AND UNKN
74
POINT 27 0.1000E 01 0.0 0,0
0,0 0.lOOnE 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 29 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.1000E 01 0,0
0,0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 15 0.1000E 01 0.0 0,0
0,0 0.1000L 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0,1000E 01
POINT 14 0,1000F 01 0.0 0,0
0,0 0.1000E 01 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 17 0,0OOOE 01 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.1000E 01 0.0
0.0 00 0.1O000E 01
POINT 30 0,1OOOE 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0*O100E 01 0,0
0.0 00 0,10O00E 01
POINT 2 0.IO00E 01 0.0 0.0
0,0 01000E 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 28 091000E 01 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.000E 01 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.10OUE 01
POINT 175 0O000E 01 0.0 0.0
o,0 0100OE 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0,1O00E 01
POINT 16S O000E 01 0.0 0,0
0.0 O.0OO0E 01 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 190 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.00E 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.OOO1000E 01
POINT 181 0O1000E 01 0O0 0.0
0.0 0O1000E 01 0.0
0o0 0.0 0,1000E 01
POINT 174 00IOOOE 01 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.100OE 01 0,0
0.0 0.0 0,1000E 01
POINT 166 ,100OOOE 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0*1000E 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 172 0,i00E 01 0.0 0,0
0,0 0.000E 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.I000E 01
75
POINT 173 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0
0,0 0,IOOOE 01 0.0
0o0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 180 0O1000E 01 0,0 0,0
0,0 0.1000L 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.OOO00E 01
POINT 188 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.1000E 01 0.0
0.0 0.0 0OOO00E 01
POINT 169 o,IO00E 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.1000E 01 0.0
0.0 0.0 O,1000E 01
POINT 177 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.100E 01 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 184 0.1000E 01 0.0 0,0
0.0 0I1000E 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 185 0,1000E 01 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.1000E 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0,1000E 01
POINT 178 0,1000E 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.1000E 01 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 170 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.1000E 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 O.IO00E 01
POINT 163 0o1000E 01 0.0 0,0
0.0 0,I00E 01 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,O000E 01
POINT 171 0O1000E 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0#1000E 01 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,1000E 01
POINT 186 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.OO00E 01 0t0
0.0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 187 0,1O00OE 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.IOO1 E 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 199 0.IO00E 01 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.I000E 01 0op0
0,0 0.0 01000E 01
POINT 168 0,1000E 01 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.I000E 01 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1000E 01
POINT 183 0,OOOE 01 0. 0,0
76
0,0 Ol 0OOE 01 0.0
0,0 0.0 0100OE 01
POITNT 217 0OOO00E 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0000E 01 0,0
0,0 0.0 0,1000E 01
77
********************** IIFPATION NUMBFR I ******************
******************************
* SIGMA ZERO= 0,11P6E01 *
*** ** ************* **** **********
TPANSF O R MAT 0 N PA AMETLRS
OLD VALUE CORPECTION NEO VALE DFVIATIrN
SCALE FACTOR 0.00667 -0.12a3F-05 0000667 0,28 46Em05
TRANSLATION IN x 100885Q94 *0.133 4 E 04 8754,57C0 ,7299E 01
TRANSLATION IN Y 5982,703 0,48n5F 03 6463.17k .a896E 01
TRANSLATION IN 7 434,501 *0,2230F 02 412,20k 0.1213E o0
ANGLE OPEGA 0 0 Af*25 0 -2-23,25 0 -1-37.00 0 3 52.87
ANGLE PHI 0 5 l1,50 0 *3-27.10 0 2 14,40 0 8 46,98
ANGLE CApA 0 55 29980 0 1 6.19 0 56 35,99 0 1 54,37
ROTATIONS IN RADIANS
ANGLE OMEGA 0,00022424 o"o6 9 b5 m0 3  "0*00047026 0.112 9 E'0
ANGLE PHI 0.00165564 -0O100AE02 0.00065161 0.2555Fo0p
ANGLE CApA 0.01616332 0,3209Fr03 0,01646423 0.5 545r-03
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***************************** FINAL OUTPIPT ****************************
THE SOLUTION CONVERGES AFTER TTFRATION NUMBER k
************* *** ****************
*
* SIGMA ZERO= 0.117E-01 *
************* ******************
T P A N S F 0 R M A T I 0 N p A R A M E T L R
OLD VALUE CORPECTION FINAL VALUE DEVIATION
SCALE FACTOR 0.6A7 0,1067OF07 0.00667 ,.2847E-05
TRANSLATION IN X 8754.570 -0,4073F 00 8754.16L 0.7332E 01
TRANSLATION IN Y 6463.172 0,35'2E 00 6462.816 0.49 57E 01
TRANSIATION IN 7 412.202 -0.1665E 01 410.537 0.125 9 F 02
ANGLE OPEGA 0 *1e37.0o 0 0 0.88 0 -1*36,12 0 3 53,j1
ANGLE PI 0 2 14a0. 0 0 1.55 0 2 15.95 0 8 47,42
ANGLE CAPA 0 56 35,99 0 0 -0,05 0 56 35.94 0 1 54,41
THF VApIANCE-COVARIA'CE MApTIX rF THE TRANSFORMATION
0, 1OSF-11 0,168 3E05O0,442 8 Fwo6 0,8 8 7 0E-0 7 0,68 6 4 E-10 0.2105OE'l0.1069F'090*i*6 3 F-05 0*5 37 6F 02 0.10 5 5,r o00"13 7 2E 00 0 2 3 39 E"O 4 0e*114 7EO3".*1691F'03
"O'4429'O 6 0.1055E 00 0*245F 0 s0381eF'O1 0o8 161E05 0.60 8 6Eo04'o*40572E03
0*8868F T.07-.1 3 72E 00 0*83 79r01 0*1584E 03.0*2 8 7 E-03 08453L02*0*O680o4E04
0*6P 6 4FO10 0.2339F'04 0*8 16 1 F'05O008 868ri03 0.12 7 8 E05"O'O755E'06 0*118pF'07
0.2106F'10"01147[F03 0.60 8 6 F0O 0*8455w02-0*6755E-06 0. 6 53 8 E'050O546PF07
"O'106 9 F09"O*16 9 F0O3wO*4052Fe03"O'0806O 0 4 0.112 8 E'07O'.546BE07 0O307 7 '-06
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LIST OF ADJITED GROUND CORDINATES
NUMBFR X Y Z SIG(X) SIG(Y) STG(Z)
27 1807,769 15105#105 291#3!7 0O97 56E 01 T766F O 02450F 02
29 10748,652 21621,30 392*9PT 0,1135F 02 (,831 4 F 01 0.2182F 02
15 14106.629 -9589,34P 884.318 0O115TF 02 t.8437F 01 o.2186F 02
14 8000.918 *6094.605 384,560 0,9973E 01 0.7317E 01 0,1992E 02
17 8703.078 5197.234 305.587 0,74 8 5F 01 (.51'5E 01 0,1281F 02
30 17222.941 9636.289 349.100 0.8 229F 01 0.664rF 01 o.230aE 02
LIST OF COMPUTED GN I'NO COORDINATES OF UNKNOhN POINTS
NUMRFR Y 7G SIGMA X SIGMA Y SIGMA Z
30 17223,258 9636,402 350,913 8,466 7,122 25,347
2 16100,777 12002.691 928.696 8,731 7,025 23.511
28 2731*707 22347.5V3 345.682 11.922 9,163 26o.39
175 7848,547 -11888.434 462.655 12,623 9.404 24.422
182 11916.590 "11058.113 882,592 12,438 9.08 0  24,868
190 17537,324 "10721.3r5 1048,351 1,903 10.241 320,88
181 11899.895 "6171*207 709.674 10.403 7.685 20,721
174 7330,199 "6822.988 366,749 o1.500 7.72 19.988
166 2593,102 '6628.355 388*037 10,676 8.351 25.058
172 7165.727 3173.416 327.369 7.729 5.439 13*820
173 6907.047 "2153.035 362.43( 8896 6.434 16.669
180 11896,801 '1012.8P3 422.066 8,687 6.378 17,224
188 17463*773 1767,742 737,714 9,633 7,914 27.262
169 71283683 17310o672 38 2.67L 9,644 7,005 18,120
177 11690,988 17778*391 385.775 9.811 7,267 19,511
184 16753.371 16040 121 868.005 10,411 8,437 27*392
185 17417,273 13783,797 840.036 9.279 7,7T4 26*830
178 12537.379 14335.777 410.233 8,778 6.521 18.260
170 7025.543 14157*277 374,374 8.661 6,207 15.996
163 2497.066 7115.887 3J4.164 7,964 6.242 209426
171 7922.172 9 247.5a3 392.542 7,653 5*334 13.233
186 169429680 8A44,918 372.404 8.328 6.951 24.599
187 16739,922 4478.914 483,95 8.319 6,868 24.138
199 13157.523 2976.610 233.74? 7.988 50920 17.406
168 6804.008 22749.477 399,666 11*784 8736 22*903
183 17216.086 23514*016 786.261 12.508 10*100 31.629
217 12064.441 23087.430 453.056 11.910 8,975 24*197
0C
6,2 Tp STUDY ACCURACY OF ABSULUTE ORIENTATION BY SIMULATION
6,2.1 INPUT DATA
1 25 25 81 1
,01
1,000F+06 1,000E+06 1,000F+U6 1.000F+06 1,000E+06 1,00OF+06 1.O00F+06
1.0 1
"1000,0 1000.0 745.0














-1000.0 - 500.0 730,0
- 500,0 - 500,0 747,0










200,0 "200,0 25,0 933142 1,33142 ,6f189
43211 200,0 1431 15.0
1i3455 479213 69813' 1111 12356791 213456789
.100 20*0 m15,0 5.0 .01 "0,02 *0,03
6.2.2 OUTPUT 82
GENERAL DATA
NUPBER OF POINTS UbFr IN THE SOtUTIUN 25
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALlOWED 8
THF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR THE TRANSFnRMATION PAFAMEERS
(ORDER OF VARIABLES r SCALEsDXpDYDZpOMEpPHIpCAPA)
O,IOOF 07 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0,0 0,100F 07 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.0 0OO00E 07 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 .0 0.0 0,100E 07 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,100E 07 0,0 0.0
0,0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O,100E 1T 0.0
0,0 l,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.100F 07
* S********* ****0**0***0******
* *
• SI(PA ZERO= 0,10000 *
* 1Y *eo ~oa
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*********************** PRINT OUT OF THF IMPUT ********************
LIST OF TRUE COORDINATES UF POINTS USED IN THE SOLUTION
POINT COORDINATES
NUMBER x Y 7
1 W1000,000 1000,000 745.000
2 *500,000 1000,000 730,000
3 0.0 1000.000 747.000
4 500.000 1000,000 735,000
5 1000,000 1000,000 780,000
6 -1000,000 500,000 790.000
7 "500,000 500.000 800,000
8 0.0 500.000 720,000
9 500,000 500,000 735.000
10 1000,000 500,000 749.000
11 '1000.000 0.0 713 000
12 "500,000 0,0 784.000
13 0,0 0,0 795.000
14 500,000 0.0 810.000
15 1000,000 0.0 725.000
16 '1000,000 '500,000 730,000
17 "5000000 -500.000 747.000
18 0.0 '500.000 758.000
19 500,000 0500,000 739.000
20 1000.000 -500,000 729,000
21 -1000,000 -1000,000 78t000
22 -500.000 -1000,000 793 000
23 0.0 -1000.000 749,000
24 500,000 -1000.000 764*000
25 1000.000 *1000.000 777.000
84
******************** VARIANCEFCOVARIANCE MATRICES *******************
THF VARIANCL-COVARIANCE MATRICES FOR MrDEL COORDINATES
0,144F 03 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.144L 03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,250F 02
THF VARTANCE-COVARIANCE MATPICES FOR GPOUND COORDINATES
0,100E 01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0O100E IC 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.500F 01
THE RATIO SIGMA GROUND TO SI6A MODELs FOP THE X COORDINATES, AT THE GROUND SCAL
THE RATIO SIGMA GROUND TO SIMA MODEL, FOP THE y COORDINATES, AT THE GROUND SCALE
THE RATIO SIGMA GROUND TO SI6pA MODEL, FOR THE Z COURDINATES, At THE GROUND SCALE
85
****************** OUTPUT OF SURROUTTNE INPUT1 *******************
TRANSF O RMATI 0 N PARAM E T L R S
PARAMETER GENFRATED CORRECTIONS APPrOXIJATIONS
SCALE 1,00000 0,10000 1.10000
TRANSLATION IN X 200.00000 20.0000 20.ts000
TRANSLATION IN Y -200,00000 -15.0000 -i15,0000
TRANSLATION IN Z 25 00000 5.0000 30t0000
ANGLE OME 0,33142 0,01000 0,34142
ANGLE PHI -033142 -0,02000 *0,3i142
ANGLE CApA 0.67189 -0,03000 0.6a189
ANGLES IN DEGREES
ANGLE OMEGA 18 59 20.23 0 34 22,65 19 33 42*91
ANGLE PHI -18-59-20.23 -1 "8-45.29 -20 -8 -5.54
ANGLE CAPA 38 29 47.20 -1-43 "7,94 36 46 39'P6
M 0 DEL C 0 ORDINAT 5S
POINT GENERATED PERIURPED
NUMPER X V 7 X Z
1 22647*.6 18098,97 55011,57 22660.36 1892e,43 55018.34
2 27240.86 13060.09 48730.49 27228,74 13067.63 48726.67
3 32529.18 1192,.55 51076.73 32520.73 11929.30 51n64.63
4 33359.00 8150.96 47650.58 33369.06 8165*49 47658.86
5 39274.91 5230.15 50240*33 39279.86 52 36.57 50237,13
6 19429,45 1158627 58160.51 19417.36 11573*68 58168,65
7 30584.44 11915M09 56383*.9 30586.27 11915.05 56389.55
8 26841*99 6459.16 5174P.48 26862.22 6447*11 51747.32
9 32007.84 2993.38 4851o.10 32000.60 3016.47 48513.02
10 36673*04 96P691 4814018 36662.23 97r*30 48146.82
11 17534.02 11929.20 5239P,84 17555.44 11931.34 52392.10
12 24069.79 8177.08 57556*79 24081,67 819fe91 57562.21
13 29184*73 5212.50 5657r*44 29164.87 5203.15 56576.87
14 32848.06 29390.1 54578.10 32839,83 294 .67 54575.05
15 30021.73 -2274.08 5021 ,87 30023.14 -227, 26 50207.72
16 15576.11 4449,33 5839r.5' 15562.32 4461*25 58401.98
17 20033*22 5841*73 55010.64 20030o57 5850.76 55022.61
18 24567.80 605f696 54833.3 24553.76 6020888 54835.97
19 29265.78 "297.55 50120010 29244.99 '2986.24 50112.75
20 33212.50 "522P858 49567.07 33219.15 -523r,89 49565,62
21 19868.91 1322.58 60887.37 19873.79 1315.47 60884.85
22 19702,75 1277.97 6045P,94 19691,07 12r5,*3 60459*58
23 23498.14- "477F,02 54550e.6 23480.54 *478T.35 54561*93
24 25548.37 -2776.49 58456#63 25543.25 '276E.10 58454.64
25 31565.46 -12087.81 54010.04 31542.93 -12104.13 54009.25
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G R 0 U N 0 C U 0 F 0 I N AT ES
POINT GENFRATED PFRIVRB~E
NUMPFR X 7 X Z
1 "12063.27 9559o49 60446923 "12064,34 9559.05 60448.75
9 "3183.52 9109,07 56497.87 *3183.07 9110,84 56a99*38
3 635*06 10146.43 60868,55 635.86 10145025 60867,59
4 4582.18 876.13 5794P.81 4583.43 8574.85 57945,02
5 9839,71 8419.R6 62688,6Q 9839.74 8419.20 6268 9 ,02
6 "11168,25 1066.59 61381.31 "11166.48 l0b5.62 61380o26
7 "2525.48 7522.38 64751*07 -2525.70 7521,35 64747.08
8 -573.51 266r053 58597,32 -573,62 2661.73 58597,84
9 6338.29 3471.53 57786.64 6339.35 347?T84 57784*39
10 11102.75 4313.04 59396.3 11101.42 4312.84 59398619
t1 "10895.13 2159.91 55407.93 "10894,72 2159,19 55401,74
12 -5528.15 b5.18 6267,.47 -5527.18 859*26 62674.91
13 323.07 1355'10 63874,04 323,47 13F5692 63870.11
14 5020.11 1989,06 63573.26 5021.16 1989,59 63573028
15 7416,74 "230e033 58090.63 7418,11 02301.87 58n 9 1,58
16 "9891.12 "6702.27 5941.9 *9890.89 P6701t67 59a22.27
17 -6315.31 "228880 58469,88 -6315,28 '2290*86 58471.04
18 -3025.53 2352?6 60327.27 w3025905 23*.55 60324.16
19 7300.75 -3217,72 57629,63 7301,79 03210.82 57623*96
20 11728.21 "2868*24 58738.54 11728*29 '2866.50 58737*78
21 "5686,25 "7819*53 6335e816 -5684.55 P7819.11 63361*55
22 '5643o56 "7807*70 6289R,6, "5643*34 '7806.80 62899.09
23 2647*53 '8951,65 58924.41 2649,01 "8950*93 58927.04
24 1720*48 -753*07 63443.93 1719*11 "7500.95 6344.42
25 13100'90 "10596.49 61547.83 13101t68 10595.79 61547.82
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********************** WEIGHTS USED IN SPLUTION ******************
THrF EIGHT MATRIX FOR THE TPANSFORMATIrN pARAMETERS
0.00OOE0 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O00 0.0
0,0 O,IOOE'O7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0u100E'07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0 0100E'OT 0,0 0.0 0o0
0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.100E07 0.0 0.0
000 0 00 . 0.,0 0.0 0,10OFwT 0,0
0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100F'07









************************ ITERATION NUMBFR 1 ************************
******************************
* SIGMA ZERO= 0,103E 00 *
******************************* *
TRANSF 0 RMATI O N P A A E T L R S
OLD VALUE CORPECTION NE VALE DEVIATIN
SCALE FACIOR 1,10000 .0,100OE 00 009999b 0,2122E-03
TRANSLATION IN X 220,000 0,3248E 02 252.477 OO1065E 02
TRANSLATION IN Y *215.000 -0,20S5F 02 *235.852 0,122 3 E 02
TRANSLATION IN 7 30.000 0,98s3E 01 39.883 0,1175E 02
ANGLE OMEGA 19 33 42.91 0'31*20.22 19 2 22.66 0 0 39.89
ANGLE PPI -20 -8 '5.54 1 1 47,42 W19 "6"18*09 0 0 31,35
ANGLE CApA 36 46 39.26 1 35 28.29 38 22 7.53 0 0 52.24
pOTATIOONS IN RAnIANS
ANGLE OpEGA 0.34141994 o0.9 116 E02 0o33230430 0.19 34 E*03
ANGLE PHI -0.35141993 Oe17 9 7 E-01 0333445T9 0o1520E'03
ANGLE CApA 0.64188P993 0.27 7 7r-01 0,66966146 Ot2 5 33E003
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*********************** I1FPATION NUMBFR 2 ************************
**********************************
* SIGMA ZFHO= 0,.1031E 00 *
* *
* ****** ** *** **********
TPANSF 0 RMATT 0N PARA E T E R S
OLD VALuE CORPECTION NEN VALUE DFvIATI
SCALE FACIOR 0.99998 0,5561F-03 1,00053 0.2098E-03
TRANSLATIUN IN X 252.477 -0.33h9F 02 218.986 0.1134E 0O
TRANSLATION IN Y -235.852 0.2131F 02 -214.538 ,.1300E O3
TRANSLATION IN Z 39.883 0.1961F 02 59.494 0.1278E 02
ANGLE OPEGA 19 2 ??*66 0 -3-26.71 18 58 55.95 0 0 42.41
ANGLE PHI 019 -6"1IP09 0 6 34*05 "18"59*4407? 0 33.41
ANGLE CAPA 38 22 7.53 0 9 11,26 38 31 18,83 0 0 56.42
pOTATIONS IN RADIANS
ANGLE OMEGA 0.33W30430 -0.1002E-02  0,33130211 ,*20
5 6 E0 3
ANGLE PHI -o,3334A579 o0.19 0F*02 -0*3315354o 0.1620E-03
ANGLE CAPA 0,66966146 0#2673r-02 0.67233402 02735E-03
90
*************************** FINAL OUTPI'T ***************************
THE SOLUTION CONVEPGES AFTER ITERATION NUMBER 3
* SIGMA ZEROs 0,1031E 00 *
*** **** t ********* *** ******** * *
TRANSF 0 RMA 7 I N PARA E T R
OLD VALUE CORPECTION FINAL VALUE DEVIATION
SCALE FACTOR 1,00053 0,5464Eo05 1,00054 0,2099E.03
TRANSLATION IN X 218.986 -0.3506E 00 218,635 0.1132F 02
TRANSLATION IN Y -214.538 O.14a3F 00 -214,393 0.129TE 0?
TRANSLATION IN 7 59.494 0.1574E 00 59.651 .12?77E 02
ANGLE OMEGA 18 58 55,95 0 0 0.02 18 58 55,95 r 0 42,34
ANGLE PHI "18a59"44,07 0 0 0.01 "18a59"44.01 0 0 33,37
ANGLE CAPA 38 31 18,e3 0 0 0.46 38 31 18,33 0 0 56936
THE VARIANCECOUVARIANCE MARTIX rF THE TRANSFORMATION
0044E04"7"T 06512E!' 3"0*6344*0O3 0O? 6 6 1tF02-0.1210E0 7 Ot 033 E3 'O 351 E08
a0*6512Ea03 0912 8 0E 03 -0*3 35 5 F 000o3776E 02 056E03n*1.58oE-o2 0*1707E-02
0.6344F03*0.3352E 00 0*1683F 030., 3 8 6 5F 02 0.2380E02"O*,33 9 ?E'03*0.9976Ea03
O.2661F'02?0,3 7 7 6 E 02-0,3865F 02 0o 1 6 3 1E 03-0.7557E03 O, 6 6 1E03"o,1906OF"03
iO210lE'07 0,5656E"03 O.2 3 8 0F0?Oae7557E"03 0.4214 E07O. T 335E0O8 0,T ?8 0EoO 8
0.103 3 EOT70.1 5 8 0F'020"O3 3 9 1Fm0 3 0,6262E-03-0.7334E'*08 0,617E'07-O*4897Fa08
"0*3351E"08 0.1707E02"*09976F0O3"O.1906F"03 0,77 8 0E0 8 -"O*4b9 7E"08 0,7465E'07
LIST OF ADJuSTED GROUND COORDINATES
NUMBFR X Y Z SIG(X) SIGTY) STG(Z)
1 -12064.352 9559016e 60449.133 0.1027E 01 ,O10?7 E 01 0,2173E 01
2 -3183.107 9110.813 56498.7A6 0.1026F 01 C*1076E 01 0.2158F 01
3 635,918 10145.344 60865,816 0.1026E 01 .o1026E 01 0.2159E 01
4 4583.406 8574,953 57945.219 0*1026E 01 ,1026E 01 0.2156E 01
5 9839,723 8419,265 62688.859 0,1026E 01 0.1027F 01 0.2171E 01
6 -11166.414 1065.517 61379,6K6 0.1026E 01 .1026! 01 0.2157E 01
7 '2525,752 7521,273 64748,109 0.1026E 01 l.10?6E 01 0,2159E 01
8 P573,482 2661.634 58598.977 0*1026F 01 .1026F 01 0.2143E 01
9 6339,230 3470,967 57784.301 0,1026E 01 (.1026F 01 0.2149E 01
10 11101,348 4312,840 59397,902 0,10 2 6E 01 .,10'6F 01 0,2159E 01
11 -10894.473 2159.314 55401,160 0.1026E 01 L.1027E 01 0.2167 01
12 "5527*207 854*368 62675.797 0,1026E 01 Q*10p6E 01 0.2147E 01
13 323,315 1356.696 63871,277 0,1026E 01 0.1026F 01 0.2146E 01
14 5021.102 1989.643 63572.86 091026E 01 0.1026F 01 0,2150E 01
15 7418,184 -2301,760 58090.805 011026E 01 .1026E 01 0,2150E 01
16 -9891.016 "6701o730 59423.301 091026E 01 .1027I E 01 0.2166E 01
17 -6315,281 "2290.81 58471.145 091026! 01 0.1026r 01 0.2151E 01
18 -3025.025 235.296 603247O0 0,1026E 01 0.1026F 01 0*2143E 01
19 7301,T54 -3214,919 57623.543 0,1026E 01 0.1026F 01 0.2152E 01
20 11728.320 -2866.526 58738,539 0.1026E 01 L,1026F 01 0,2160E 01
21 -5684,367 *7819,O23 63360o,43 0,1026E 01 0#1026E 01 0.2159E 01
22 -5643.301 -7806.816 62898,664 0,1026E 01 *O1026E 01 0.2158E 01
23 2648.951 -8951,008 58927,180 0,1026E 01 C.1026F O0 0,2159E 01
24 1719.122 -7500,844 63443,965 0,1026E 01 0,1026E 01 0,2154E 01
25 13101,598. i10595.902 61548,008 0,1027T 01 0.1027F 01 0,2181E 01
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6,3 TO DETERMINE THE UNCERTAINTY IN THE fRIFNTATION OF THE SUNFACE DEFINEU
ny A SET OF TRIANGULATED PASS POINTS
6,3.1 INPUT DATA
3 9 9 8 11
1.0
1.000E+06 1.000E+06 1.000F+06 1.000F+06 1.000E+06 1.000E+06 1.00OF+06
12345 1234567 123 54321
7 w205573.4 084998.6 84675.1
8 -183918.4 -89441.8 86030.0
9 -161431,8 -94340.5 89482,9
49 -227384.6 -2/526.5 84682,8
50 "204120*1 -32641#7 86455,7
51 -179883.2 -30225.9 91487T4
91 -250402.5 35956.8 80707.9
92 "225T48.3 30354.6 82398,3
93 -199706.4 24186s2 86004*7
7 6,4 11,3 16.9
8 7.1 19,7 31.2
9 6,3 10,3 14,6
49 6.4 5,3 16.4
50 8.0 6,6 29.4
51 6,3 5,4 13.5
91 866 10,4 20.3
92 11.4 15,6 31.7








NUMBER OF POINTS USED IN THE SOIUTION 9
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITFRATIONS ALI OWFU 8
THF VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATPIy FOR THE TRANSFORMATION PARAMLIERS
(ORDER OF VARIABLES a SCALrpDXpiYnZpMEDpPHIpCAPA)
0.100F 07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0
0.0 0.100E 07 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.0 0,IOOE 07 0.0 0,0 00 0.0
0,0 0,0 0.0 O,100E 07 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 r.0 0.0 0.0 0,100E 07 0.0 0.0
0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.10iE 07 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0 .100E 07
***************A******* *** *0 *
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THE GTVFN MODEL COORDINATES OF IHE CONTROL POINTS
NU'RFR X Y 7
1 7 "205573-31 8~8998s6 b4615906
? 8 *183918,38 *8q441.75 b60330.00
3 9 "t61431*75 9,34.50 69482,88
4 49 '227384.58 ?2752650 646i2,75
5 50 -204120,06 -32641.70 b6abs569
6 51 '179883.19 -3P225-90 9146bf38
7 91 250402,50 3C956.80 b0 , . 8
8 9? "225748*25 3r354#60 5239*r,5
9 93 "199706.30 PA1t6,20 6600B.69
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THF DEVIATIONS OF THE MODFL CUORDINATFS OF THE CONTROL POINTS
NUMBER SIGMA X SIGMA Y SIGMA Z
1 7 6,3999996 11.2909992 16.8999939
2 8 7.0999994 19,6909969 31.1999969
3 9 6.2999992 10.2909992 14,5999994
4 49 6.3999996 5.2999992 16.3999939
5 50 8,0000000 6.5909994 29.3999939
6 51 6.2999992 5,3909996 13.5000000
7 91 8,5999994 10.3909996 20,299987b
8 92 11,3999996 15.5909904 31.6999969
9 93 7.5999994 9.2999902 17,6999969
c -i--
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********************* PRINT OUT OF INPI'T3 ************ ******
THE ARBITRARY ROTATIONS (IF THE MODEL
IN RAD IN DLGRELS
OMEGA 0,006 768 8 0 23 16,171
PHI 0,U118747 0 40 49.331
CAPA 0,0118678 0 40 47,901
APPRDOXIPAIONS FOR THE IRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS
PARAMETER APPRnXIMATION
IN PAD IN DEGREES
SCALE 1,04620
TRANSIATION IN X 39.48483
TRANSLATION IN Y 47034769
TRANSLATION IN Z 27.77567
ROTATION OMEGA -0,00326 0 11 1li~320
RnTATION PHI "0.01163 0 39 -59,?75
ROTATION CApA -0.01065 0 -30 -36.788
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GROUND COURDINATES - (GEKFRATED BY RPTATION OF THE GIVLN MODEL COORDINATES)
NUMBER X Y Z
1 7 -207558,44 81965.94 62891,31
2 8 -185975.50 "86656o38 b4443,38
3 9 -163591.36 -91797.56 88196*06
4 49 -228680e00 "2a240#52 62161906
5 50n 205500.81 020619.05 b4244969
6 51 -181393,38 "3r455957 b9601.50
7 91 0250889,31 39482~47 77483.56
8 92 -226325944 33599,91 7950a,38
9 93 *200403.44 27147.98 b3461.50
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******************** VARIANCF-CnVARTANCE MATHICFS ***************
TPF VARTANCF*COVARIANCE MATFICES FOR MrDEL COORDINATES
PPINT 7 09409600E 02 0.0 0.0
0.0 O?127690r 03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.285610 03
PPTNT 8 0.504100F 02 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.388090F 03 0.0
0,0 0*0 0,9 7 344 0E 03
POINT 9 0.396900E 02 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.106090r 03 0.0
0,0 0.0 0,?13160E 03
FPINT 49 0.409600E 02 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,20900r 0? 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,268960r 03
PINT 50 0.640000E 02 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.435600F 0? 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.864360E 03
PnINT 51 0.396900E 0? 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.291600F 02 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,18?250E 03
PnINT 91 0.739600F 02 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,108160F 03 0,0
0,0 0.0 0,412089F 0O
POINT 92 00 29960F 03 0.0 0.0
0,0 0O243360F 03 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1004b9E 04
POINT 93 0.577600F 02 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.864900F 0O 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,313290 03





********************* WEIGHTS USED IN SPLUTION ******************
THE WEIGHT MATRIX FOR THE TFANSFORMATION PARAMETERS
0,100F-0 5 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,10EOO05 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0,100E'05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0 0,100E'05 0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o.00E'05 0,0 0,0
0.0 . 0 00 ,0 o.l 0100 5 0.0
0. 00 00 0 00 .0 0.0 0,0 0.I00F05
THF GROUND COORDINATE WEIGuT MATRIX
0O1000F 21 0.0 0.0
0.0 0O100F 21 0.0
0,0 0.0 0O1000E 21
THF WEIGHT MATRICES FOR THE COORDINATES OF THE MODDEL pOINTS ( CONTROL AND UNK
POINT 7 0,2441E-01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0t,731E-02 0,0
0,0 0.0 0,3501E02
POINT 8 0.1984E-01 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.2r77E02 0,0
0,0 0.0 0.10?7E-02
POINT 9 0,2520F-01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.9426E-02 0.0
0,0 0O0 0.4691E-02
POINT 49 0,2441E-01 OC 0,0
0 0 0.3560Ew0O 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.3718E-02




POINT 51 0,2520F-01 O.C 0,0
0.0 0O3b 2 9E01 0.0
0,0 O*O 0.5487E02
PPINT 91 0,1352E-01 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.9246E-0? 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.2427E-02
PrINT 92 0.7695E*02 0.0 0.0
0,0 0.4109E 02 0,0
0,0 0.0 0,991E-03




************************ I1EPATION NUMBFR *********************
*********** ********************
* SIGMA ZEROu 0,1366E 00 *
********************************
T ANSF 0 M A T I 0 N A AMETERS
OLD OVLUE CORPECTION NE VALUE DEVIATION
SCALE FACTOR 1,0 620 0,.4621E-01 09999 0o.443E*05
TRANSLATION IN X 39.4R5 -0.3713F 02 2.354 0.3 721E 01
TRANSLATION IN Y 47*348 o0.4579F 02 2.059 0.256 9 E 01
TRANSLATION IN Z 27.776 -0.2475F 02 3.022 0, 8 159 F 01
ANGLE OMEGA 0-11-12.32 0-11-59,78 0-23-12,1' 0 0 4.61
ANGLE PHI 0-39509.26 0 0-30.43 0-40-29*69 .0 0 7.87
ANGLE CAPA 0O36w3~,79 0 -4*15,99 0-40-52,76 0 0 1.3A
ROTATIONS IN RADIANS
ANGLE OMEGA -0.0032 950 vO,34900 02 -0*00674911 ?22 3 6 E*0 4
ANGLE PHI =0.01163193 -0.1475E-03 "0.01177965 0. 3 8 14 E04
ANGLE CAPA -0.01065033 -0.121-002 -0O0118914k P.6509E-05
102
**.****************** I1EFATION NUMBRFR 2 ***********************
***************************
* SIGMA ZERO= 0.16h8E-01 *
***************************
TPANSF 0 RMAT I N PARAMETERS
nLD VALUE CORPECTION NEN VALUE PFVIATION
SCALE FAC1OR 0.99999 0,6752F-05 1.0004 0,1017T-05
TRANSLATION IN X 2.354 -0.2576r 01 -0.171 (),4690E On
TRANSLATION IN Y ?, 09 -0.1879F 01 0,179 0.3242E 00
TRANSLATION IN Z 3.022 -0.31A1I 01 -0,139 O.102 9 E 01
ANGLE OPEGA 0-23 12.10 0 0-33.14 0-23-45.24 0 0 0.5F
ANGLF PHI 0*40"29*69 0 0 "2.77 0-40'32946 ( 0 0.90
ANGLE CAPA 0-40'52,78 0 0-11.64 0-41 -4.a4k 0 0,17
POTATIONS IN RADIANS
ANGLE OMEGA -0.00674911 -0.1 6 06 0 3  -0.00690976 0,2R80E-05
ANGLE PHI "0O01177945 -0,1344F04O4 0.01179289 .4 8O10E-0
ANGLF CAPA -0,011F9142 *o056a3EO04 00.01194784 P.8 18OF-0
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***~************ ****** FINAL OUTPUT ***************************
THE SOLUTION CONVFRGES AFTER ITFRATInN NUMBER 3
* SIGMA ZERO= 0.1638E001 *
TPA A N S F R M A T N PARAM ETER
OLD VALUE CORRECTION FINAL VALUE DEVIATION
SCALE FACOPR 1OC000 0,8061Fm06 1,00000 O,1011Ea05
TRANSLATION IN X W0.171 "0,78b0Eo'1 "0,25 o,4663E 00
TRANSLATION IN y 0,179 .0,2036E 00 -0,024 0, 322 3E 00
TRANSLATION IN 7 "0.139 0*38P6E-01 -0,177 0.102 3E 01
ANGLE OMEGA 0-23045624 0 0 00,05 0"23045lP9 0 0 0.58
ANGLE PHI 0-40 3P,46 0 0 0.11 0"40"32.34 0 0.99
ANGLE CApA 0O41 el,42 0 0 "0,18 0-41 4a.6, 0 0 ,017
THE VARIANCE-CUVARIACEF MARTIX PF THE TRANSFORMATION
0.10 3 E-1O1a0. 2 4 81EO 6 0*1 9 79F08O*.2600FOUo . 4o 9 6E-1 3 0,4372E12 0*1438E'12
0.248p1F0 6 0.2174E 00 0*71 5 6 f'01 0#3 9 9 7F 00 O.T n97 E'0 6 "01,098iE'0 5 0103 '307
04.190OF08A 0,7156E'01 0,10 3 9 F 00n 0.11 8 F 00 0,7730E-060,9265E'06 0,171SE06
0,.2606F08 0, 3 9 9 7E 00 02118 F 00 0.1046! 01 0,l181Eo50,4b341a05 0,1823F'06
OAO96E'13 0.7097 E06 O*773O00 6 0! 9 8 1E'05 0.T58SE'm1'8, 55E'11 04640E'12
o.4 3 7 2 F120.1 9 8 0E0 5 O.m92 6 5 E.S06 0.4 8 3 4E-05, 8 55 8 E-11 0.2W87TE10-'O 7759Em12
0,1 4 38 E12 0.1033F'07 0,1718F'0- 0.1 8 23F06 0,4640E12O, 7 75 9 L'12 0. 6 6 11[12
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